
2. OBJECTIVES

12. Three safety objectives are defined for nuclear power plants. The first is very
general in nature. The other two are complementary objectives that interpret the
general objective. dealing with radiation protection and technical aspects of safety .
respectively. The safety objectives are not independent; their overlap ensures
completeness and adds emphasIs.

2.1. GENERAL NUCLEAR SAFETY OBJECTIVE

13. Objective: To prottct individuals. society and rh: environment by establishing
and maintaining in nuclearpowerplants an effeclive defence against radi%gi.
cal Juzz.ord.

14. Each viable method of production of electricity has unique advantages and
possible detrimental effects. In lhe statement of the general nuclear safety objective,
radiological hazard means adverse heallh effects of radiation on both plant workers
and the public, and radioactive contamination of land, air, water or food products.
It does not inelude any of the more conventional types of hazards that attend any
industrial endeavour. The protection system is effective as staled in the objective if
it prevents significant addition either to the risk to health or to the risk of other
damage to which individuals, society and the environment are eltposedas a conse
quence of industria! activity already accepted. In this application, risk is defined as
the arithmetic product of the probability of an accident or an event and the adverse
effect it would produce. These health risks are to be estimated WIthout taking into
account the countervailing and substantial benefits which the nuclear and industrial
activities bestow, both in belter health and in other ways important to modern
civilization. When the objective is fulfilled, the level of risk due to nuclear power
plants does not exeeed that due to eompeting energy sources, and is generally lower.
If another means of electricity generation is replaced by a nuclear plant, the total risk
will generally be redueed. The eomparison of risks due to nuclear plants with other
industrial risks to which people and the environment are exposed makes it necessary
to use calculational models in risk analysis. To make full use of these techniques and
to support implementation oflhis general nuclear safety objective, it is important that
quantitative targets, 'safety goals', arc formUlated.

IS. It is recognized that although the Interests pf society require protection against
the harmful effects of radiation, they are not solely concerned with the radiological
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safety of people and the avoidance of contamination of the environment. The protec
tion of the resources invested in the plant is of high societal importance and demands
attention to all the safety issues with which this report is concerned. However. the
main focus of this document is the safety of people. What follows is therefore
expressed in these tcrms solely. but this is not to imply that INSAG has no regard

for other factors.

2.2. RADIATION PROTECTION OBJECTIVE

16. Objective: To ensure in normal operation that radiation uposur~ within th~

plant and due to any release of radioactive material from the plam is kept as
low as reasonably achieWlble and below prescribed limits, and to ensure miti
gation of the extent of radiation exposures due to accid~nts.

17. Radialion prolcclion is provided in nuclear power planls under normal condi·
tions and separate measures would be available under accident circumstances. Por
planned plant operating conditions and anticipated operational occurrences, compli
ance with radiation protection standards based on ICRP reeommendations2 ensures
appropriate radiation protection. That is, the ICRP's system of dose limitation
provides appropriate protection for planned situations anticipated to occur once or
more in the lifetime of 8 plant.

18. The aforementioned radiation protection standards have been developed to
prevent harmful effecls of ionizing radiation by keeping exposures sufficiently low
that non~stochastic effects arc precluded and the prObability of stochastic effects is
limited to levels deemed tolerable. This applies to controlled circumstances. In the
event of any accident that could cause the source of exposure to be not entirety under
control, safety provisions in the plant are planned and countermeasures outside the
plant are prepared to mitigate harm to individuals. populations and the environment.

2 For example INTERNATIONAl.. ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY, Basic Safety
Standards for Radiation Protection (1982 cdn), Safety Series No.9, lAEA, Vienna (1982).
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2.3. TECHNICAL SAFETY OBJECTIVE

19. Objtctive: To prevent with high confidence accidents in nuclear plants; fO

tnsur, thaI, for all acddents ta/etn Into account tn the design o/tht plant, even
thou of Vtry low probability, radiological consequences, If any. would be
lTiinot; and to enSUrt that tht /ikdihood ofsevert! accidents with seriolls radr'a
logical cOfl.uquenas is extremely small.

20. Accident prevention is the first safety priority of both designers and operators.
It is achieved through the use of reliable structures, components, systems and proce
dures in a plant operated by personnel who are committed to a strong safety culture.

21. However. in no human endeavour can one ever guarantee that the prevention
of accidents will be totally successful. Designers of nuclear power plants therefore

assume that component, system and human failures are possible, and can lead to
abnormal occurrences, ranging from minor disturbances to highly unlikely accident

·sequences. The necessary additional protection is achieved by the incorporation of
many engineered safety features into the plant. Thcse arc provided to halt the
progress of an accident in thc specific rangc o( accidents considered during design
and. when necessary, to mitigate its consequences. The design parameters of each
engineered safety feature are defined by a deterministic analysis of its effectiveness
against the accidents it is intended to control. The accidents in the spectrum requiring
the most extreme design parameters for the safelY feature are termed the design basis
accidents for that feature.

22. Attention is also directed to accidents of very low likelihood but more severe

than those considered explicitly in tile design (accidents 'beyond the design basis').
Some of these severe accidents could cause such deterioration in plant conditions that
proper core cooling cannot be maintained, or that fuel damage occurs for other
reasons. These accidents would have a potential (or major radiological consequences
if radioactive materials released from the fuel were not adequalely confined. As a
result of the accident prevention policy. they are of low probability of occurrence.

23. Since these accidents could nonetlleless occur, other procedural measures are
provided for managing their course and mitigating their consequences. These addi
tional measures are defined on tile basis of operaling experience, safety analysis and
the results bf safety research. Attention is given in design, siting, procedures and
training to controUing the progression and consequences of accidents. Limitation of
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accident consequences requires measures to ensure: ~i1lt; ~11U.'UV'\l., ~',

cooling, adequate confinement integrity and off~site emergency preparedness. High

consequence severe accidents are therefore extremely unlikelY because they arc
effectively prevented or mitigated by defence in depth.

24. In the safety technology of nuclear power, risk is defined (as in Section 2.1)
as the product of tile likelihood of occurrence of an accident and its potential radio
logical consequences. The technical safety objective for accidents is to apply acc.ide~t

prevention. management and mitigation measures in such a way that ~v,eraU ns~ 15

very low and no accident sequencc t whether it is of low probablhty or high

probability t contributes to risk in a way that is excessive in comparison ~ith other

sequences.

25. The target for existing nuclear power plants consistent with the technical safety
objettive is a likelihood of occurrence of severe core damage that is below about
10-4 events 'per plant operating year. Implementation of ~ll safety principles at

future plants should lead (0 the achievement of an improved goal of not more than
about 10'5 such events per plant operating year. Severe accident management and
mitigation measures should reduce by a factor of at least ten the probability of large

off-site releases requiring short term off·site response.
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26. A number of concepts are general in application, bearing in many important
ways on the nature and application of the specific safety principles enunciated later.
These important concepts are here called fundamental safety principles and they are
identified in Section 3. They are of three kinds, relating to management, defence in
depth lind technical issues.

3.1. MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES

27. Three fundamental management principles are identified. They are connected
with the establishment of a safety culture, the responsibilities of the operating organi
zation, and the provision of regulatory control and verification of safety related
activities.

3.1.1. Safety cuIture

28. Prillciple: An established saff!ty culture govans the actions and intaactio1ls of
all individuals and organizations engaged in activities related to nuclear
powu.

29. The phrase 'safety culture' refers to a very general matter, the personal dedica·
tion and accountability of all individuals engaged in any activity which has a bearing
on the safety of nuclear power plants. The starting point for the necessary full atten~

tion to safety matters is with the senior management of all organizations concerned.
Policies are established and implemented which ensure correct practices, with the

recognition that their im~rtance lies not JUSt in the practices themselves but also in
the environment of safety consciousness which they create. Clear lines of responsi
bility and communication are established; sound procedures are developed; strict
adherence to these procedures is demanded; internal reviews are performed of safety

related activities; above all, staff training and education emphasize the reasons
behind the safety practices established, together with the consequences for safety of
shortfalls in pers,?nal performance.

30. These matters are especially important for operating organizations and the staff
directly engaged in plant operation. For the laner, at all levels, training emphasizes
the significance of their individual tasks from the standpoint of basic understanding
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sis on the reasons underlying safety limits and the safety consequences of violutions.
Open attitudes are required in such staff to ensure that information relevant to plant
safety is freely communicated; when errors of practice are committed, their admis
sion is particularly encouraged. By these means, an all pervading safety thinking is
achieved, allowing an inherently questioning attitude, the prevention of
complacency, a commitment to excellence, and the fostering of both personal
accountability and corporate self-regulation in safety maners.

3.1.2. ResponslbUlty of the opentlng Organization

31. Principle: The ultimate responsibility for the safety of a nuclear power plant
rests with the operating organization. This is in no way diluud by the separate

activities and responsibilities of designers. suppliers, constructors and
regulators.

32. Once the operating organization accepts possession, it is in complete charge
of the plant, with full responsibility and COmmensurate authority for approved activi·
ties in the production of electric power. Since these activities also affect the safety
of the plant, the operating organization establishes policy for adherence to safety
requirements, establishes procedures for safe control of the plant under all condi~

tions, including maintenance and surveillance, and retains a competent, fit and fully
trained slaff. The operating organization ensures that responsibilities are well defined
and documented and that the resources and facilities for the tasks of its staff are in

place.

33. The operating organization also has responsibilities in certain areas where its

control is less direct. By using its own staff and resources, or through agencies acting
on its behalf, the operating organization institutes rigorous reviews, audits and, as
necessary, approval processes to ensure that the factors which determine the safety
of the plant are given the necessary attention. This applies, for example, to site

investigation, design, manufacturing, construction, testing and commissioning.

34. This principle of the operating organization's overriding safety responsibility
is a prime one. The responsibilities of other parties are also significant for safety as
well as for financial and legal matters. Variations in national practices make it
difficult to define the formal responsibilities of the other panies, but clearly
designers, manufacturers and constructors are required as a minimum to provide a
sound design and equipment that meets its specifications in terms of both engineering
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detail and performance of the imended function, meeting or exceeding quality stan·
dards commensurate with the safety significance of components or systems. The
technical societies and the scientific community generally carry responsibilities for
high standards of performance of individuals in the professional sense, and for main·

taining and strengthening the basis on which the safety of nuclear power planls.
stands. The responsibilities of the regulators are discussed in Section 3.t. 3.

3.1.3. Regulatory control and independent verincBtlon

35. Principle: The government establishes the legal framework for a ,melear indus.
try and an independent regulatory organization which is responsible lor licens·
ing and rtgulatory control Of nuclear power plants and for enforcing the
relevant regulations. The separation between the responsibilities afthe regula.
tory organization and those of other parties is clear, so that the regulators
ntain their independtnc~ as a sa/ery authority and are protected from undue
pressure.

36. A legally constituted regUlatory organization provides governmental licensing,

regulation and survelllante of the operation of nuclear power plants in respect of
lheir safely. Actiyities of the regulatory organizations coyer the following functional
areas:

- .specification and development of standards and regUlations for safety;
- issue of licences to operating organizations, following appropriate safety

assessments;

- inspection, monitoring and review of Ihe safety performance of nuclear plants
and operating organizations;

- requiring corrective actions of an operating organization where necessary and

laJcing any necessary enforcement actions, including withdrawal of licence, jf
acceptable safety levels are not achieved;

- advocacy of safety research, as discussed in Section 3.3.6; and

- dissemination ,of safety information (also discussed in Seclion 3.3.6).

37. The regulatory organization acts independently of designers, constructors and
operators to the extent necessary to ensure that safety is the only mission of the
regulatory ·personnel. The resourCes of the regulatory organization are sufficient for

it [0 accomplish its functions without adversely affecting construction schedules or
energ), production, except where warranted for the assurance of safety. Expertise in

a sufficiently wide range of nuclear technologies is available to the regulatory
organization.
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38. To fulfil its functions effectively, the regulatory organization has the necessary
Jegal authority. and it is provided with free access to facilities and to relevant infor
mation in the pos$cssion of the operating organization.

3,2. STRATEGY OF DEFENCE IN DEPTH

39. 'Defence in depth' is singled out amongst the fundamenlal principles since it
underlies the safety technology of nuclear power. All safety activities, whether
organizational, behavioural or equipment related, are subject to layers of overlap·
ping provisions, so that jf a failure should occur it would be compensated for or

corrected without causing harm to individuals or the public at large. This idea of
multiple levels of protection is the central feature of defence in depth, and it is repeat·

edly used in the specific safety principles that follow.

40. Two corollary principles of defence in depth are defined, namely, accident

prevention and accident mitigation. These corollary principles follow the general

statement of defence in depth.

3.2.1. Derence In depth

41. Principle: To compensate for potential hllman and mechanical failures, a
defenet in depth concept is implemented, centred on several levels a/protection
including successive barriers preventin.g the re/~ase ofradioactive material to
the environment. The concept includes protection of the barriers by averting
damage to the plant and to the barriers themselves. It includes funhu
measures to protect the public and the environment from harm in cau these
barriers are not fully effective.

42. The defence in depth concept provides an overall strategy for safety measures

and features of nuclear power plants. When properly applied, it ensures that no
single human or mechanical failure would lead to injury to the public, and even

combinations of failures that are only remotely possible would lead to little or no

injury. Defence in depth helps to establish that the three basic safety functions

(controlling the power, cooling the fuel and confining the radioactive material) are

preserved, and Ihat radioactive materials do not reach people or the environment.

43. The principle of defence in depth is implemented primarily by means of a

series of barriers which should in principle never be jeopardized! and which must
be violated in turn before harm can occur to people or the environment. These

barriers are physical, providing for the confinement of radioactive material at succes
sive locations. The barriers rna)' serve operational and safety purposes, or may serve
safelY purposes on1)'. Power operalion is only allowed if Ihis multi barrier syslem is
not jeopardized and is capable of functjoning as designed.
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..\4. The reliability of the physical barriers is enhanced by applying the concept of

defence in depth to lhem in tum, protecting each of them by a series of measures.

Each physical barrier is designed conservatively, its quality is checked to ensure that

the margins against failure are retained, its status is monitored, and all plant

processes capable of affecting it are controlled and monitored in operation. Human

aspects of defence in depth are brought into play to protect the integrity of the

barriers, such as quality assurance, administrative controls, safety reviews, indepen
denl regulation, operating limits, personnel qualification and training, and safety

culture. Design provisions including bolh those for normal plant systems and those
for engineered safety systems help to prevent undue challenges to the integrity of the

physical barriers, to prevent the failure of a barrier if it is jeopardized, and to prevent
consequential damage of multiple barriers in series. Safety system designers ensure

to Ihe extent practicable that the different safely systems protecting the physical
barriers are functionally independent under accident conditions.

45, All of the components of defence are available at all times that a plant is at
normal power. Appropriate levels are available at other times. The existence of

several.components of defence in depth is never justification for continued operation

in the' absence of one component. Severe accidents in the past have been the result
of multiple failures, both human and equipment failures, due to deficiencies in
several components of defence in depth lhal should not have been permitted.

46. System design according to defence in depth includes process controls that use
(eedback to provide a tolerance of any failures which might otherwise allow faults
or abnormal conditions to develop into accidents. These controls protect the physical

barriers by keeping the plant in a well defined region of operating parameters where

barriers will not be jeopardized. Care in system design prevents cliff edge effects

which might permit small deviations to precipitate grossly abnormal plant behaviour

l!nd cause damage.

47. Competent engineering of the barriers and the measures for their protection

coupled with feedback to maintain operation in optimal ranges leads to a record of

smooth, steady performance in producing electricity on demand. This indicates (he

. proper implementation of the most Important indicator of the success of defence in
depth, which is operation with little or no need to call on safety systems.

48. The multibarrier system protects humans and the environment in a wide range
of abnormal conditions. Preplanned countenneasures arc provided, as a further
".'omponent of defence in depth, against the possibility that radioactive material might

"ill be released from lhe plane.

49. The Appendix presents a discussion of the means by which the separate compo~

nents of defence in depth protect and complement each other. The importance of
prcven[ion and mitigation of accidents in defence in depth is treated in the following

two corollaries.
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3.2.2. Accident prevention

50. Prillciple: Principal emphasis is placed on the primary means of achieving
safery, which is the prevention ofaccidents, particularly any wllich could cause
severe core damage.

51, The design, construction, operation and maintenance of nuclear power plants

has as its primary objective the generation of electricity reliably and economically.
In accordance with the general safety management principle on safety culture, the

safety implications of decisions in all these areas must be borne in mind. The follow~

ing is concentrated on these safety aspects.

52. The first means of preventing accidents is' to strive for such high quality in

design, construction and operation of the plant that deviations from normal opera

tional states are infrequent. Safety systems are used as a backup to feedback in

process control to prevent such deviations from developing into accidents. Safety
systems make use of redundancy and diversity of design and the physical separation

of parallel components, where appropriate, to reduce the likelihood of the loss of a

vital safety function. Systems and components are inspected and tested regularly to

reveal any degradation which might lead to abnormal operating conditions or
inadequate safety system performance. Abnormal conditions possibly affecting
nuclear safety are promptly detected by monitoring systems thar give alarms and in

many cases initiate corrective actions automatically. The operators are trained to
recognize readily the onset of an accident and to respond properly and in a timely

manner to such abnormal conditions. They have also been well trained in appropriate
operating procedures, with which lhey have become familiarized.

53. Thus the prevention of accidents depends on conservatively designed equip~

ment and good operational practices to prevent failure, quality assurance 10 verify
the achievement of the design intent, surveillance to detect degradation or incipient

failure during operation, and steps to ensure that a small perturbation or incipient

failure would not develop into a more serious situation.

54. A number of probabilistic safety assessments have been made for a range of

nuclear power plant designs in different countries. They show that sufficiently low
probabilities of severe core damage are attainable. When effective preparation for

ac:ciden.t management and for mitigation of the effects of severe accidents is taken
into account, the results of these probabilistic safety assessments are consistent with

the general nuclear safety objective in Section 2.1.

55. Probabilistic safety assessment also guides design and operation by identifying
potential accident sequences that could contribute excessively to risk. Measures can
then be taken to reduce this contribution.
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3.2.3. Accident mitigation

56. Principle: In-plant and oJfsite mitigation measures art available and art
prepared/or that would substantially reduce the effects ofan accidental release

of radioactive material.

57. Provisions for accident mitigation extend the defence in depth concept beyond
accident prevention. The accident mitigation provisions are of three kinds, namely.
accident management, engineered safety features and orf·site countermeasures.

58. Accident management includes preplanned. and ad hoc operational practices
which, in circumstances in which the design specifications of the plant are exceeded,
would make optimum use of existing plant equipment in normal and unusual ways

10 restore control. This phase of accident management would have the objective of
restoring the plant to a safe state with the reactor shut down, continued fuel cooling

'Issurcd, radioactive material confined and the confinement function protected. In
such cjrcumstances, engineered safety features would act to confine any radioactive

material· released from the core so that discharge to the envit,onment would be
minimal. These engineered safety features include physical barriers, some of which
have the single purpose of confining radioactive marerial. Off-site counrermeasures
'Lrc available, going beyond the level of protection provided in most human

endeavours, to compensate for the remote possibility that safety meaSUres at the plant
might fail. In such a case, the effects on the surrounding population or the environ·

ment would be mitigated by protective actions, such as sheltering or evacuation of

the population, and by prevention of the transfer of radioactive material to man by

food-chains and other pathways.

3.3. GENERAL TECHNICAL PRINCIPLES

59. There are several underlying technical principles which 8re essential to the
successful application of safety technology for nuclear power plants.

3.3.1. Proven tngln~rlng practices

(,O. Pri'!ciple: Nuclear power technology is based on engineering practices which
art proven by testing and aperienu; and w}u'ch are reflected in approved
codes and standards and olher appropriarely documented statements.

61. Systems and components are conservatively designed, constructed and tested
10 quality standards commensurate with the safety objectives. Approved codes and
standards are used whose adequacy and applicability have been assessed and which
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have been supplemented or modified if necessary. If opportunities for advancement
or improvement Over existing practices are available and seem appropriate, such

changes are applied cautiously.

62. Numerous codes and standards have been adopted for nuclear use, after formu·
lation by the professional engineering community and approval by the appropriate

agencies. Some existing codes and standards have been modified from an original
form to take into account unique features of their use for nuclear plants and the

elevated Importance assigned to the safety of nuclear plants. Approved codes have
the simuJraneous objectives of reliability and safety. They are based on principles

proven by research, past application, testing and dependable analysis).

63. Well established manufacturing and construction methods are used.
Dependence on experienced and approved suppliers contributes to confidence in the

performance of important components. Deviations from previously successful

manufacturing and construction practices are approved only after demonstration that

the alternatives meet the requirements. Manufacturing and constroction quality is
ensured through the use of appropriate standards and by the proper selection, training

and qualification of workers. The use of proven engineering continues throu~hout

the plant's life. When repairs and modifications are made, analysis is conducted and
review is made to ensure that the system is returned to a configuration covered in
the safety analysis and technical specifications. Where new and unreviewed safety

queslions are posed, new analysis is conducted.

64. The design and construction of new types of power plants are based as far as
possible on experience from earlier operating plants or on the results of research

programmes and the operation of prototypes of an adequate size.

3.3.2. Quality assurance

65. Principle: Quality assurance is applied throughout activities at a nudear
power plant as part ofa comprehensive system to ensure with high confidence
that all items delivered and services and tasks performed mut sptcified

requirements.

66. The comprehensive system referred to in the principle begins with analysis and
design in accordance with the preceding principle on proven engineering. and it

continues into the use of quality assurance methods. Other fundamental technical
safety principles are also important in this respect, particularly those on safety
assessment and verification and on operating experience and safety research.

, The IABA's NUSS series of documenls has been dtveJoped in accordance with this

principle.
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t Unlc::n otherwise nOled. dalll here lind in Ihe n:maindcr uf the btM1K lire bllsed on \\",t General
Ilh:cuic Chilrluf the Nuclides (OE/Chan. 191191. The definition fur the "alllu" is provided at Ihe end of

this seclion.

THE NUCLEUS

The atom is the basic unit of malter. As first modeled by Niels Bohr in 1913, it
consisls of a heavy central nudells surrounded by orbital dec/rOils. The nucleus. in
lum, consists of two types of partiCles, namely prOfOilS and IItt/frOIlS. Table 2·1
compares lhe atom and its constituents in terms of electric charge and muss. t

The proton and electron are of exactly opposile charge. A complele atom has
the same number of protons and electrons, each given by the (Ilomic IItllnbrr Z. The
electrostatic [Coulomb) attractive forces between the oppositely charged panicles is

The characteristics of the radioactive decay and nuclear reaction processes have been
the driving forces behind nearly every unique design feature of nuclear energy systems.
ThUS, familiarity with some of the fundamental principles of nuclear physics is essential
\0 understanding nuclear technology. .

Radioactive decay and nuclear reactions are unique in that they

I. provide clear evidence that mass and energy Ctln be interconverted
2. involve a variety of particles and radiations, which orren have discrete, or quantized,

energies
3. require descriptive formulations based on laws of probability

Such characteristics have prompled the development of mnny new experimental and
analytical methods.

Prerequisite Concepts
Energy Fonns
Dasie Chemislry
Basic 51 Units

TABLE 2-1
Characteristics of Atomic and Nuclear Constituents

Appen~ix II

the basis for the electron orbits (in a manner similar to the way solar system orbits
result from gravitational forces).

Although the atom is electrically neutral, the number and resuhing configuration
of the orbital electrons uniquely determine the chemical properties of the alom, and
hence its identity as un elemtnt. It may be recalled that the atomic number is the basis
for alignment in the periodic table of elements.

Structure

Very strong, short-range forces override the Coulomb repulsive forces to bind the
positively charged protons (along with. the uncharged neutrons) into the compact nu.
cleus. The protons and neutrons in a nucleus are collectively referred to .as nucftons.
Since each nucleon has roughly the same mass, the nucleus ilself has a mass thai is
nearly proportional to the atomic mass numbtr A, defined as the total number of
nucleons. The electrons are very light compared to the particles in the nucleus, so the
mass of the atom is nearly that of the nucleus.

The characteristic dimensions of the nucleus and alom are listed in Table 2·1.
The latter value is based on the effective radius of the ouler electron orbits in arrays
of atoms or molecular combinations.

A useful shorthand notation for nuclear species or I1l1dit!es is ~X, where X is
lhc chemical symbol, Z is the atomic number, llnd A is the atomic mass number. (An
alternative formulation, ~.x"", is also found, although current practice favors retention
of the upper right-hand location for charge-state: information.) The subscripl Z is
tIctually redundant once the chemical element has been identified; its use is discre
tionary.

Different nuclides of tI single chemical element tire called isotop~s. For example,
uranium isotopes l~~U, l~~U, and lijJU were mentioned in the last chapter. Each has
92 protons and electrons with 141. 143, and 146 neutrons, respectively. Another
important isotope group is the hydrogen family-l H, iH, and ~H. The lalter two are
the only isotopes often given separate names and sYlllbols-deuterium liD) and tritium
J)TJ. respectively.

Binding Energy

One of the most slartling observalions of nuclear physics is thai Ihe mass of an atom
is less than the sum of the masses of the individual constit"uents. When all parts Irc
assembled, the product Dtom has "missing" mass, or a muss d~f(ci A, given by

Consliluent

Rilliu~

(rill
(2-1 )

Elwron
Prown
Neutron
Nucleus
Alum

t, • 1.6022 X 10- 1" C.
t lmu • 1.6606 x 10. 17 kB.
IZ • IIlUmic number.'A • II10mi<: lIlilU number.

-t
+ J

o
+21

o

~,~ )( 10· ~

1,007276
I.OOH665
_ ~l

-~

- 10 II,

- 10 II

where the masses Inp • me, and mn of the proton, electron, and neutron, respectively,
are multiplied by the number present in the alOm of mass M11om '

The defect mass is converted into energy at the time the nucleus is fonned. t
The conversion is described by the expression

(2-2)

t Mus changell _Iso occur with chemiclll bindinG (c.lt .• eleclrons willi II nudeus 10 fum III .lum
.ntl 1I10ms wilh each olher lu foon muJeculc:sl. bUI Ihey life so ImilJl liS 10 defy measurcmenl.
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for energy E. mass tn, and proponionality (on stunt ('2, where (" is fhe speed of light
in a vacuum. This simple.nppearing equation (one of lhe world's most famous!) was
developed by Albert Einstein with the "theory of relnlivity."

The energy associated with the masS defect is called the binding energy. It is
s;Jid 10 put lhe 810m into a "negative energy slate" since positive energy from an
external source would h"ve to be supplied to disassemble Ihe constiluellls. (This is
comparable to the eanh~moon system, which could be separated only lhrough un
addition of outside energy.) The binding energy IBEI for. given nucleu, may be
expressed llS

(2·3)

As lhe number of particles in 8 nucleus increases. the BE Dlso increases. The
fait: of incrcuse. however, is not uniform. In Fig. 2·}, the DE in MeV· per nucleon
is plotted 88 a function of aromic mass number_ 11lc nuclides in the center of the: range
are more tightly bo,,!nd on the average than lhose at either very low or very high
masses.

The existcnce of the fission process is one ramifjcillion of the behavior shown
in Fig. 2·\, Compared \0 nuclei of half its muss. the "'u nucleus is bound relatively
lightly. Energy must be released to split the loosely bound 1:l1U into two tightly bound

'The MeV illl convenient unit (or enerll)'. whkh is d,linc:lJ )honl)'.
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fragments_ Areasonably good estimate for the energy released in fission can be obtained
by using data from the curve in Fig. 2~ I.
" Energy production in our sun and other stars is based on the fusion process,
which combines two very light nuclei into a single heavier nucleus. As shown by Fig.
2·1. two deuterium nuclei HH odD], for example. could release a substantial amount
of energy if combined to form the much more tightl), bound helium [1He]. A number
of fusion reactions are considered as potential terrestrial nuclear energy sou"es in
Chap. 21.

Mass and Energy Scales

The masses and energies associated with nuclear panicles and their interactions are
extremely small compared to the convenrional macroscopic scales. Thus, special units
are found 10 be very useful.

The atomic mass unit lamu] is defined as 1/12 of the mass of the carbon-12
l'iC] atom. t The masses in Table 2·1 are based on this scale.

When an electron moves through an electrical potential difference of 1 volt [V],
it acquires a kinetic energy of I deClron vollleV]. This unit (equal to 1.602 X JO-\'i

J, as noted in App. 11), along with irs muhiples keY for a thousand and MeV for a
million, is very convenient for nuclear systems.:t.

Mass and kinetic energy, as noled previously. may be considered equivalent
through the expression E = mel. Thus, for example, it is not uncommon 10 cxprcss
mass differences in MeV or binding energies in arnu based on the I;onversion ) arnu
:= 931.5 MeV. (Other useful factors are contained in App. Ii.)

RADIOACTIVE DECAY

The interactions among the panicles in a nucleus are eXlremely complex. Some com
binations of proton and neutron numbers resull in very tighlly bound nuclei, while
others yield marc loosely bound nuclei (or do not form lhem at a1l).

Whenever a nucleus can attain a more stable (i.e., more lightly bound) config
uration by emitting radiation. a spontaneous disintegration process known as radio·
aCliv~ deeay may occur. (In practice this "radiation" may be actual electromagnetic
radiation or may be a particle.) Eumples of such prt><esses are delayed brieny to
allow for an examination of important basic principles in the following paragraphs.

Conservallon Principles

Detailed studies of radioactive decay and nuclear reaction processes have led to the
formulation of very useful constrvotion principles. For example, electric charge is
conserved in a decay; the total amount is the same before and after the reaction even

tT\¥o Clrlicr miss scilles delinet.llhe Imu 15 t116 Ihe min or elemenlll oJ.y,en and or oJt)',en.16.
respectively. Elch of these differs from fhe currtnl sllndllrd, so Clulion is .dvised wht'n using dala from
multiple SOUTcn Ie.!.• KlIiplln (1961) is ba~d on the I~ scale. wl\ilc tl\c CtulR <J( the N~lide\ (GEiCh,n,

19891 cmplu)'s the UC sClilcl.
*cV is usu.lly prunuunccd 15 "«-'Icc:' keV 15 "hy-e,-.",,'· c:lc.



though it may be distributed differently among entirely different nuclides and/or par
ticles. The four principles o( most interest here are conservilfion of

J. chorge
1. mass number or number of nucleons
J. tOtal energy
4. linear and angular momentum

Conservation of electric charge implies that charges are neilller created nor
destroyed. Single positive and negative charges may, of course, neutralize each olher.
Conversely, it is also possible for a neutral panicle to proouce one charge of each
sign.

Conservation of mass number does not allow a net change in the number of
nucleons. However, \he conversion of a proton 10 a neutron is allowed. Elec1rons
follow a separate panicle conservation law (which is beyond the scope of this dis
cussion). By convention, a mass number of zero is assigned to electrons.

The total of the kinetic energy and the energy equivalent of the m;JSS in a system
must be conserved in all decays and reactions. This principle determines which Out

comes ure and are not possible.
Conservation of linear momentum is responsible for the distribution of the avail

able kinetic energy among product nuclei, particles, andlor radiations. Angular mo
mentum considerations for particles thaI make up the nucleus playa major role in
llclermining lhe likelihocxl of occurrence: of fhe oUlcornes lhat are energelically possible.
(This Jatter consideration is subslantially beyond the scope of Ihis book.)

Nutural Radioactivity

A wide range of radioactive nuclides, or radionuclida, exist in nature (and did so
b~rore the advent of the nuclear age). Artificial radionuc!ides produced by nudcaf
reactions are considered sepal'iHely.

The naturally occurring radioactive decay processes may produce any of rhree
radiations.. Dating bad:. to the time of their discovery and identification, the arbitrury
nameS alpha, beta, and gamma are still employed.

Alpha Radiation
Alpha radiation is a helium nucleus, which may be represented as either 1He or 10:.
An important alpha·decay process with l~~U is wriuen in the form

where 1~Th (thorium-2311 is lhe decay or (loughler product of the l~~U pClr~1U nucle\\s.
It fllay be nOled Ihat the reaction equal ion demonstrales conservation of mass number
A and charge (or equivQlently. alomic number Z) on bOlh sides of the equation. Thus,
once any two of the three consti\uen\s are known. \he third mny be determined readily.

Most alpha-emilling species have been observed 10 generate several discrete
kinetic energies. ThUS, (0 conserve lolaI energy, the product nuclei mUSI have Cor.
respondingly different masses. The discrete or qutuUllm differences in energy are related
(0 a complex rntrgy levtl structure within the nucleus. (Explanation of such phenomena
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is delegated to the field of qllantum mtchanics, which again is outside lhe scope of
,his book.)

Dela Radiation
Bcta radiMion is an electron of nuclear, rather than orbital. origin. Since, as nOled
earlier, the electron has a negative charge equal in magnilude 10 l~at of lhe proton
and has a mass number of zero, il is represenled as _ye or _Yf3. A beta.decay reaction,
which is important to production of plutonium (e.g., in a breeder reactor), is

l~!Np _ l~:PU + -?f3 + gv'"

where 2,!Np (neptunium-2391 is the p~renl of the 2~pU, and 811* is ~n un~ha~ged,

massless "panicle" called an QnrifllJltrlno.t As required by conservauon pnnclples,
the algebraic sums of' both charge and mass number on each side of the equation are

equal.
The nuclear basis for beta decay is

60-+ lp + _~e + gv·

where the uncharged neutron emits an electron and an anti neutrino while leaving·a
proton (and a net additional positive charge) in the nucleus. The slight mass difference
between the neutron and proton may be floted from Table 2-1 to be sufficient to allow
for electron emission as well as a small amount of kinelic energy.

The nature of the antineutrino defies the human senses. Because it has neither
charge nor mass, the antineutrino does not inten~c\ significantty with other materiats
and is not readily detected. However, it does carry a ponion of lhe kinetic energy that
would -otherwise belong to the beta panicle. In any given decay, the sntineutrino may
take anywhere from 0 to 100 percent of the energy, with an average of about \wo~

thirds for many cases,
Analogously to alpha decay, the bela process in a given rndionuclide may produce

several discrete transition energies based on the energy levels in the nucleus. Here.
however, a range of betil energies from the lransition energy down 10 zero are actually
observed, due 10 lhe shoring wilh ontineUlnno•.

Gamma Radiation
Gamma radiution is a high-energy electromagnetic radiation that originates in (he
nucleus. It is emitted in the form of pholOns, discrete bundles of energy that ha'Yt
both wave and panicle propenies.

Gamma radiation is emitted by exciud or melastabf~ nuclei, Le., those wilh a
slight mass excess (which may, for example, result from a previous alpha or beta
transition of less lhan max.imum energy). In one gamma-decay reaction

"'!'lCo --+ !!ICo + 8r

t There is also a n~utrinot II, which is aSSocialed wilh positron and ~/~C'trun C'QPIUU dccay processes.
(letaute neutrino' arc not dgnifi<:&n( in th( C(J(t!cllt or conu1\crctltl nuclclU' Cl\er&y. Ih.ey atc no! CQftsi"c(cd
hcrc. The inlerciled n:.der m.y consul! • leubouk on nliclear physics.
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an excited nucleus is transformed inlO one that is more "stable" (although, in this
case, still radioactive). Such processes increase the binding energy but do not affect
e.ither the charge or loe mass number of loe nucleus.

The gamma-ray energies represenllransilions between the discrete energy Icvel~

in a nucleus. As a practical maller, nuclides can oflen be readily identified or differ
entiated from each other on lhe basis of their dislinclive g<lmm<l energies.

where Eq. 2-Su shows that the decay conSlant A is the fractional change in nuclide
concentralion per unit lime.

The solution 10 Eq. 2~Sb is

(2·6)

Decay Probability
where n(O) is the radionuclide ~oncentration at time I O. As a consequence of the
exponential decay, two useful times can be identified:

Activily = rate of decrease

The precise time i1t which any single nucleus will dcci1y cannOI be delermined. How
ever, the average behavior of a very large sample can be predicted accurately by using
stalislical methods.

An average time dependence for a given nuclide is quanti ned in lermS of a decay
constant A-the probability per unit time that a decay will occur. The tl("tiviry of a
sample is the average number of disintegrations per unit time. For a large sample, the
activity is the product of the decay constant and the number of atoms present, or

where n(f) is the concentration, which changes as a function of the time I. Beci1use
A is a constant, lhe activity and lhe concemrution are always proponioOil1 and may be
used interchangeably [0 describe any given rlldionuclide population.

It has been typical to quote activities in units of the Curie lei). defined as 3.7
X 10 10 disintegrations per second, which is roughly the decay rate of I g of radium
(lhe mi1lerial studied by Mllrie Curie in her pioneering sludies of radioactivity). The
currently favored 51 unit is the Becqllerel, which is 1 disintegration per second.

The rolle at which a given radionuctide sample decays is, of course equal to the
rate of decrease of its concemfation, or

Activity = An(t) (2·4)

I. The mell!l lifelime 7"-the average (statistical mean I time a nucleus exists before
undergoing radioactive decay. Because it may be shown that

I
l' = -

A

Ihis Iiretime is ulso lhc i1nlount of time required for lhe sample 10 decrease by a
factor of e (see Eq. 2·6).

2. The half-life T l12-the average amount of time required for sample size or activity
to decrease 10 one-half of ils initial amount.

The half-life, mean lifetime, and decay constant are found to be: related by

In2
,In 27" =

A

or equivalently

0.693
TII2 ..,. 0.6931' :='-

A

Mi1themalically.this is equivalent 10

dll(t)
AnU) = - -

dl

13)' rearrllnging tenns,

A = _ ~d__"__('I-,-)/__n__(__t)

dt

The basic features of decay of a radionuclitlc sample are shown by the graph in
Fig. 2-2. Assvming an initial concentration 11(0). the population may be noted to
decrease by one~half of this value in a time of one half-life. Additional decreases occur
such thut whenever onC half~life elapses, the concentration drops to one·half of w/wtt?ver
i\s value was n\ \he beginning of thut time interval.

An exumple of an important application of radioactive decay is in the management
of radioactive wastes (11 subject considered in detail irT Chap. 19). The nssion products
"Kr (krypton-851 and "Kr, which have hair-lives of roughly II years and 76 min,
respectively, are generally bOlh present in LWR cooling water. In 10 half-lives, each
wuuld be redu~e~ ill population and activity to about 0.1 percenl (<lctually 1110'24).
ThllS, K7Kr would essenti<llly disappci1r of its own accord in a lillIe over one-half day.
The lI'Kr, on the other hand, would be of concern for on the order of a hundred years.
(The 1i1lter, for example, was u problem following Ihe accident at the Three Mile
Island reactor, discussed in Ch<lp. 15.)(2·5b)

(2·5a)

-A dl
df/(I) =
nIt)

or
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The compound nucleus temporarily contains all of the charge and mass involved in
the reaction. However, it is so unstable in an energy sense Ihat it only exists for on
the order of 10- 14 s (a time so short as to be insignificant, and undetectable, on a
scale of human awareness). 13ccause of its inslability, a compound nucleus should
never be considered equivalent to a nuclide that may have the same number of protons
and neulrons.

Nuclear reacfions are subject to the same conservation principles that govern
radioactive decay. Based on conservation of charge and mass number alone, a very
wide range of reactions can be po:ituluted. Total energy consideralions delermine which
reactions are feasible. Then, angular momentum (and other) characteristics riK the
relative likelihood of occurrence of each possible reaction. Equations for a number of
important reactions are considered at the end of this section. Reaction probabilities
are the subject of the last section of this cpapter.

Conservation of total energy implies a balance, including both kinetic energy
and mass. The simple reaction in Fig. 2-3 must obey the balance equalion

5

FIGURE 2.2
H"J;lI;KliYC Jc,'"'' ,U ;I furu:litm of lillie in unil~ Qf hlllf.life.

NUCLEAR REACTIONS

A majority of all known radionuclides are produced when nuclear particles interact
with nuclei. The "man·made"t or artificial nuclides or interest in nuclear reactors
span nearly all elements.

A simple reaCiion is depicted in Fig. 2-3. JI may be represented in equation form Ex + M xc2 + E~ + M x c2 = Ey + Myt.·2 + Ey + Myc2 (2·7)
;lS

x + .,... (e)',... y + y
where E1 and M;c2 , respectively, ure the kinetic and mass-equivalent energies of Ihe
ilh participant in the reaction. Rearr<1nging !he lerms of Eq. 2-7 shows Ihat

tThis letlT\ is Still commonly used (Wilh lpofogie5 10 women).

for target nucleus X, projectile particle x, compound nucleus (C)·., product nucleus
Y, and product particle y. Common Shorthand notations ror the reaction are

where conservalion principles allow the latter simplification. The implied designations
are actually quite arbitrary since, for example, Ihe target and projectile may both be
moving (and, occasionally, are even the same nuclear species) and the "product"
may consist of several nuclei andlor particles.

where Ihe left-hand bracket is the Q.vahlt for the reaction.
When Q> 0, Ihe kinetic energy of the products is grealer than Ihat of the inilial

reactants. This implies that mass has been converted 10 energy (a fact that may be
verified by ex.amining the right-hand side of Eg. 2-8). Such a reaction is said 10 be
exothermal or txoergic because il produces more energy than that required 10 initiale
it.

For cases with Q <,0, the reaction reduces the kinetic energy or the syslem and
is said to be endothermal or endoergic. These reactions have a minimum threshold
energy, which must be added to the system to make it feasible (Le., to allow the mass
increase required by Eq. 2~B).

(2·8)[(Ey + E,l - (Ex + E')1 ~ [(M x + M.l - (My + M,JIc'

X(., ylor simplyX(., y) y

'_"~'·"""_'W,"~~~.,.;_~_,~_,~, ;_'~,·••·"U~~ ••~~,_.~_~ .. "~_""'~"~"~~='"~~'.~r ,,",'~,,-" '-''-'''''_~''''="_0'" '"
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A different lype of energy threshold C;ll,iS1S in reactions between charged particles
of like sign (e.g.• an alpha panicle and a nucleus) due 10 the repulsive Coulomb forces.
In this case, however. the reaclion may still be exoergic as long as Q > 0 or,
equivalently, as long as the product kinetic energy exceeds the energy required to
override Ihe electrostatic forces. The fusion rCDctions considered in Chap. 21 are an
important example of threshold reactions of this lalter type.

Reoction Types

A very wide range of nuclear reactions have been observed experimentally. Of these,
the reactions of most interest 10 Ihe study of nuclear reactors are Ihe ones that involve
neutrons.

When a neutron strikes 2~~U, for example, a compound nucleus e~~U)'" is formed,
as sketched in Fig. 2·4. The compound nucleus then divides in one of several possible
ways. These reactions and several others are discussed in the remainder of this section.
(It should be noted thut charge Z and mass number A arc conserved in each case.)

Scattering
A .s('attering event is said 10 have occurred when the compound nucleus emits a single
neulron. Despile the fact Ihat the initial and final neutrons do not need 10 be (und
likely are nOl) Ihe same, Ihe net effect of the reaction is as if Ihe projectile neutron
had merely "bounced off," or scattered from, the nucleus.

The scallering is elastic when the kinetic energy of the system is unchanged by
Ihe reaclion. Although the equation for elastic scatlering, n'U(n, n), or

looks particularly uninteresting, lhe fact thai the neutron generally chllngcs bOlh its

23SU + In ELASTIC
92 0 SCATTERING

23S· u + 'n INELASTIC
92 0 SCATTERING

235u + 'n (""u) .
236U + 01' RADIATIVe92 0 • 92

92 0 CAPTURE

234 1 MULTIPLE
92U + 2 0" NEUTRON

FISSION
FIGURE 2.4
Possible outcomes from neutron irradiation of !nU.

kinetic energy and its direction is significant. The former change, in particular, may
substantially alter Ihe probability for further reactions.
" If the kinetic energy of Ihe system decreases, the scallering is inelastic. The

eq~alion 2ij~U(n, n'), or

represents the fact that kinelic epergy is not conserved and thai, thus, the product
nucleus is lert in an excited slate. This extra loss of kinetic energy makes inelastic
scattering significant for certain applications to neulron slowing down. The excited
naiU nucleus quickly decays to its more stable form by emilting gamma radiation.

Radiative Capture
The reaction 2§~U(n, 'Y) or

is known as radiative capture or simply n, 'Y. The capwre gamma in this case has an
energy of about 6 MeV (corresponding roughly to the binding energy per nucleon on
Fig. 2-1 for this exlra neulron).

The same reaction occurring in materials other than the fuel is often called
aeriyation. When sodium coolant in an LMFBR gains a neutron in the reaction

UNa + An -+ (~~Na)· -+ ~~Na + 8'Y

Ihe ~~Na is radioaclive (Le., the sodium has been activated). The desire to eliminate
the possibility of radioactive sodium contacting water is responsible for the introduction
into the LMFBR steam cycle (Fig. 1-5) of an intermediate loop of "clean" sodium.

On the more positive side, Ihe entire field of actlvarion analysis is based on
producing artificial radionuclides by neutron bombardment of an unknown sample.
Then, by using gamma·ray information to determine the identity and quantity of each
species, the composition of the initial material can be determined, often to a high
degree of accuracy.

Multiple Neutron
The compound nucleus may also deexcite by emining more than one neutron. The
reaction 2~~U(n, 2n) or

evolves a pair of ncutrOns. Reactions Ihat produce Ihree or more neutrons are also
possible.

The multiple neutron reactions are generally endoergic. For example, above a
neutron threshold energy of about 6 MeV, the reaction
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is possible. The relatively shan half-life of 2J2U can have a significant impact on
operalions in 2l.1U-thorium fuel cycles (described i"n Chap. 6).

Fission
The Iypical fission reaclion 2~~U{n, f) or

yielJs two lission-fragment nucic;i plus several gammas ami neutrons. As considered
in Ihe nexl section, lission produces many different fragment pairs.

Charged Particles
Allhough not common for 2l5U, there are many neutron-initiated reaclions that produce
light charged particles. An important e;(ample is the IgB(n, a) reaction

where boron-J 0 is converted to lithium-7 plus an alpha pnrticle. On the basis of this
reaction, boron is often used as a "poison" for removing neutrons when it is desired
10 shut down the fission chain reaction.

Other neutron~induced reaclions yield protons or deuterons. Multiple charged
particle emissions, possibly accompanied by neutron(s) and/or gammll{s), have also
been observed.

Neutron Production
Two other types of reactions are of interest because their product is a neutron. The
reaction :Be{a, n) or

can occur when an alpha emitter is intimately mixed with beryllium. Plutonium
beryllium [Pu-Bel and radium-beryllium IRa-Bel sources both employ this reaction
to produce neutrons. Either may be used 10 initiate a fission chain reaction for stanup
of a nuclear reactor.

High.energy gamma rays may inleract with certain nuclei to product plrotoneu.
trons. One such renction with deuterium, iD{)', n) or

occurs in any system employing heavy water. A similar reaction occurs Wilh :8e in
research reactors thai have beryllium componeOis. Both reactions have energy thres
holds based on overcoming the "binding energy of the last neutron" (i.e., the binding
cnergy difference between the isotopes wilh A - Z neutrons ami A - Z - I neutrons,
respectively).

Nucfrar PhysiC'! 4/

NUCLEAR FISSION

Thc;fission reaction is the basis for current commercial application of nuclear energy.
Se~eral of the important features of the process are discussed in this section.

Nature of Fission

According to a very simple qualitative model, a nucleus may be considered as a liquid
drop that reacts to the forces upon ahd within it. The nucleus, then, assumes a spherical
shape when the forces are in equilibrium. When energy is added, the nucleus is caused
10 oscillate from its initially spherical shape. If the shape becomes sufficiently elan·
gated, it may neck down in the middle and then split into two or more fragments. A
large amount of energy is released in the form of radiations and fragment kinetic energy
(e.g., see Fig. 1·1).

Almost any nucleus can be fissioned if a sufficient amount of excitation energy
is available. In the elements with Z < 90, however, the requirements tend to be
prohibitively large. Fission is most readily achieved in the heavy nuclei where the
threshold energies arc 4-6 MeV or lower for a number of important nuclides.

Certain heavy nuclides exhibit the property of sponllmeous fission wherein an
e;(ternal energy addition is not required. In californiumM252 F~~CfJ, for e;c;ample, this
process occurs as a form of radioactive decay with a half-life of about i.6 years. Even
2l5U and 239Ufission spontaneously, but with halfMlives of roughly 10 11 years and to l6

years, respectively; these values are at least 107 times greater than the a:~decay half·
lives.

Charged particles, gamma rays, and neulrons are all capable of inducing fission.
The first two are of essentially no significance in the present context. As indicated in
the previous chapter, neutron-induced fission chain reactions are the basis for com
mercial nuclear power.

Neutron·lnduced Fission

When a neulron enters a nucleus. its mere presence is equivalent to an addition of
energy because of the binding energy considerations discussed earlier. The binding
energy change mayor muy not be sufficient by itself 10 cause fission.

AJi.rsile nuclide is one for which fission is possible with neutrons of all.v energy.
Especially significant is the ability of these nuclides to be fissioned by thermal neutrons,
which bring essentially no kinetic energy 10 the reaction. The important fissile nuclides
are the urnnium isotopes 2~nU and 2ij~U and the plutonium isotopes 2~pU and 2~~PU.

It has been nOled that 2.15U is the only naturally occurring member of Ihe group.
A nuclide isfissiollable if it can be fissioned by neutrons. All fissile nuclide!,

of course, must fall in this category. However, nuclides that can be fissioned only by
high-energy, "nbove-threshold" neutrons lire also included. This latter category in
cludes 2~~Th, 2~~U, and 2~~pU, nil of which require neulron energies in excess of
I MeV.

The fi!;sile nuclides that do not exist in nalure can only be produced by nuclear
reactions. The larget nuclei for such reactions are said 10 be/ulilt'. Figure 2·5 traces
lhe mechllnisms by which lhe three major fertile nucliJes. 2;~1Th, 2J~U, and 2~~pu,

produce 2~~U, 2~~pu, and 2~~pu, respeclively. The l'irsltwo arc each based on radiative
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Ch~in~ for conversion of renile nuclides 10 fIssile nuclides: (u) l~~Th 10 l~~U; tv) l~~U 10 l~pu; k) l~~pU
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FIGURE 2-6
Fission yield IS • function of miss number for thc:rmal-neutron onion of mU, (Adapled from Nu.ftur

., Ch~micQI EnKin~trinR by M. Benediclind T. H. Pigford. C> 1957 by McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc. Used by penniuion of McGntw.HilI Book Company.)

capture followed by two succes.sive beta decays.. The last process is much simpter in
being complete following the capture reaction.

It may be nDled that the fcnile nuclides arc also fissionable (by fast neutrons).
The neutrons below the threshold energy cannot cause fission I but cutl produce more
fissile material. However. from the standpoint of neulron economy, it must be rec
ognized lhat the laller process requires the equivalent of (WO neulrons for each rission.

As introduced in the previous chapter, a reactor will be classified as a converter
or a breeder based on its production of new fissile from rertile nuclides. These concepts
lire considered in more detail in Chap. 6.

When a nucleus fissions, the major products are fission fragments, gamma rays,
~nd neutrons. The fission fragments then undergo radioactive decay to yield substantial
numbers of beta particles and gamma rays, plus 0. small quantity of neUlrons.

Pission Fragments
A ftssioning nucleus usually splits into two fragments. Because of some complex.
crfects rela1ed to nuclear stability, the split does not usually produce equal masses.
The asymmetric distribution, or characteristic "double-humped" distribution, for ther
mal-neutron fission of ]))U is shown in Fig. 2-6. It may be noted that equal.mass
fragments (A - 117) are produced by only about 0.01 percent of the fissions. Fragment
nuclides in the ranges of roughly 90-100 and 135-145 occur in as many as 7 percent
of the fissions.

In about I case out of 400, 3 fragments are produced by a tertiary fission. One
such fragment may be trilium (~Tl. the beta-active isotope of hydrogen. As discussed
in Chap. 19, the presence of tritium can be a significant problem in waste management.

The fission fragments tend to be neutron-rich with respect to stable nuclides of
Ihe same mass number. The related energy imbalance is generally rectified by suc
cessive beta emissions, each of which converts a neutron 10 a proton. Two beta-decay
"chains" (from differert! fissions) are shown in Fig. 2..7. The gamma rays are emitled
whenever a beta decay leaves the nucleus in an excited Slate. The antineutrinos that
accompany the ~ta decays arc not shown because they have no direct effect on nuclear
energy systems.

The chain in Fig. 2..7, which contains slrontium·90 (~Sr]. is especially trou
blesome both in reactor acciderllS (Chaps. 13-15) and waste munagement (Ch<lp. 19)
because strontium is relatively volatile and Ihis isotope has a long 29-year half-life
coupled to Ihe high fission yield shown in Fig. 2-6. Simihlr considerations apply 10

cesiurn~137 [1*ICsl. which has a 30~year half-life.
Another problem associated wilh the fission fragments is the presence within

the decay chains of nuclides, which capture neutrons that would otherwise be available
to sustain the chain reaction or to convert fertile material. Two especially imponant
neutron "poisons" are xenon-135 [lj~Xe] and samarium-14911:~SmJ. Each poses a
slighlly different problem for reactor operation (as discussed in Chap. 6).

Neutron Production
Thermal-neutron fission 0(2')5U produces (an average of) 2.5 neutrons per reaction.
The majority or these tire prompt neutrons erniued tit the time of fission. A small
fraction are delayed ne,,'rons, which appear from seconds to minutes later.

The number of neutrons from fission depends on both Ihe identity of the fis-
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which (or Eq. 2-9 ev.lua/es 10 very nearly 2.0 MeV.

(where for actual data the infinite upper limit would be replaced by the maximum
observed energy). The average or mean energy (E) of Ihe di:ilribution is then

I: dE X(E) = I

8765•3

ENERGY E. MeV

2

r 1\ I I .I .1 1
\

xtEI = 0.453 •• 1.036E sinh .J2.29E

1\

\
I ~

"-

~ t--.
o

o

0.100

0.300

FIGURE 2·8
Fission·nculron energy speclrum X(E) for the lhcrmal fission or mU apprw,im'II;Q by I.n empirical
e.-pression.

"~ 0.200
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Almost an fission neutrons have energies between 0.1 MeV and 10 MeV. Thus,
reactor concepls that are based on using the very-low-energy thermal neutrons (E <
J eV) must moderate or slow down the fission neUlrons by a faclor of one million or
more. (Chapter 4 considers this situation in more detail.)

Delayed neutrons are emitted by certain fission fragments immediately following
the first beta decay. They enter the system on time scales characterized by the half·
.lives of the decay processes. Although delayed neutrons constitute a small fraction
(less Ihan I percent) of the neutron production attributed to the fission process, they
playa dominant role in reaclor control (as described in Chap. 5).

Energy Production
A typical fission produces nearly 200 MeV of energy. By comparison, 2-3 eV of
energy is released for each carbon atom that is burned with oxygen. The per-reaction
difference by a factor of 70-100 million is a major advantage for nuclear fission.

A representative distribution of energy among the various products of the fission
process is provided in Table 2-2. Essentially, all of the kinetic energy from the
fragments, neutrons, and gammas is deposited within the reactor vessel in the form
of heat. Orthe energy associated with fragment beta decays, however, only the fraction
carried by 1he beta particles produces heat; the remainder leaves the system with the
antineutrinos.

Radiative capture reactions occur in all reactor systems. Thus, while they are
not fissions, they do absorb fission neutrons and add gamma energy. Their actual
conlribution depends on the composition of the reactor in terms of fissile. fertile, and
other species.

The energy from the prompt radiations is deposited Ole the time of fission. Thut
from the delayed radiations appears in a time~dependcnt manner characterized by the:
half-lives of the various fission-product species. In both cases, the energy appears as
heat.

(2·9)
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provides un adequate approx.imation to (he neulron spectrum for :mU shown by Fig.
2-8. The most likely neutron energy of about 0.7 MeV occurs where X{E) is a

maximum.
The neutron spectrum X(E) is actually defined as a probability density, or the

probability per unit energy that a neulron will be emilled within increment dE about
energy E. Thus, neutron fractions can only be obtained by integration over finite
energy intervals. As a probability density, it is required that

(E) =1: dE E X(E)

FIGURE 2·7
Two rcprescnlaliye finion-produclllecay chains (from f!if!rrnrf r,ssions). (Ad"'pICU courtesy of U.S.
Dceartrncnlof.Energy.)

sionabte nuclide and the energy of the incident neutron. The parameter'" (referred to
simply as "nu") is fhe average numt>cr of nculronS emi!led per fission.

The energy distribution, or spectrum, for neutrons emitted by lission x(£) is"
rdatively independent of the energy of the neutron causing the lission. For many
purposes, the expression
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TABLE 1.1
f{~rre~enutive DiSlfibulion of Fiuion Energy

Fission Hell produced
energy

(:"nt:(gy source (MeV] MeV % of lotal

F,,\ ion fr~tmenls 168 168 84
NeulrOnl 5 5 2.S
!'rompi ganlma ra~l 7 7 3.5
IJeI'red radiations

lle,. panick, t 20 8 4
G... 1I111lil riiY~ 7 7 3.S

H.~"liyc caplure g~nlmas~ --1 ....1JI",JI.I 207 200 100

t Inclodes energy carried by bela panicles Ind anlineotrinos~ the 'Ialler do nol prodoce heal in re.Clor
"v~t~"'S.

. I NOI1~ssion clpture rUCIions comribule heal energy in all real syslems: design.spcci~c consideralions
IIl'y change Ihis number by lboul I flctor Qr two in either direclion.

The rate of energy generation-Le., the power-from fission product decay can
h.: described by the equalion

(2- (0)

1m decay power P(/) at I seconds after reactor shutdown and where 10 is lhe time (in
,.:conds) that the reactor had operated at a steady chennal power level of Po. The heat
~.:ncration rate falls off only as the one-fifth power of time, resulting in a sizeable
hc~l load at relatively long times after Shuldown. This decay-heat source has imponant
ill\p~cCS on spent fuel handling, reprocessing, waste management, and reactor safety
I all of which are considered in later chaplers).

With 200 MeV available from each fission, heat is produced such lhat

3. ( X !OlD fission/s ... ( W

A gram of any fissile nuclide contains about 2.5 x 1011 nuclei. Thus, the energy
produclion per unit mass may be expressed roughly as

Fission energy production ... 1 MW .dig

determine the overall efficiency with which fissile and fenile materials are employed.
The ability to calculate such reaction rates is e;w;tremely impol1ant to the design and
operation of nuclear systems.

When a single compound nucleus has mOre than one mode for deexcitation, it
is nol possible (with Current knowledge) to predict with absolu(e certainty which
reaction will occur. (This characteristic is analogous to the uncenainty in time of
emission for radioactive decay.) The relative probability for each outcome, however,
can be determined.

Because of Ihe extreme complexity of the interactions that occur within nuclei,
theoreticlll considerations alone are seldom adequate for predicting nuclear teaclion
rales. Instead, e;w;perimental measurements provide the bulk of available information.

Reaction rates are generaly quantified in terms of two parameters-a macro·
scopic cross seclion related to the characteristics of the material in bulk and a flllx
charatterizing the neutron population. The form is based, at least in part, on lhe
historical development of the fields of nuclear physics and reaClor lheory .

Nuclear Cross Sections

The concept of a nuclear cross sec/ion u was first introduced with the idea that lhe
effective size of a nucleus should be proponional to the probability that an incident
panicle would react with it. The following steps are representative of the conceptual
development:

I. Each spherical nucleus is pictured as representing a cross-sectional. or target, area
to a parallel beam of neulrons traveling through lhe reference medium.

2. A "small" cylinder of area dA and thickness d.x IS constructed of a single-nuclide
material with an alom densiTy of n per emJ (as shown in Fig. 2-9).

3." A "point" neulron traveling perpendicular 10 the face of the cylinder sees each
nucleus in the sample (i.e., the sample is "thin" enough thal the nuclei do nol
"shadow" each other).

4. A neutron entering the disk at a random location on surface dA has a probability
for a "hit," which is equal 10 Ihe tora] area presenzed by Ihe targels divided by
the area of the disk.

5. If each nucleus is assumed 10 have a cross-seclional area lJ', Ihe tOlal area of Ihe
targets is the number of nuclei in the disk (i.e., acom density times volume. n dV
'" n tJA d.r) multiplied by the area per nucleus.

TOlal larget area == un dA dx

I.~ real systems Where radiative capture reaClions convert some nuclei before they can
Ilsslon,.somewhat larger amounts of fissile material are expended for a given energy
productIon.

REACTION RATES

The power output of a nuclear reactor is directly proportional (0 the rate at which
fissions occur. However, the rales for all reactions that produce or remove neutrons

dA

---~ x

FrGURE 2-9
Blsi~ seomclry fot developing Ihe concept
IIf. nodelr cross seclion: Ihickneu ~ Ii.<
(em); are. ~ dt\ (emI,; Itum density ~ n

(allem").

• ,...-,~, ".,~ .."",{.•_00·' , ...... "c." ,.." ,"" .._.



6. Thus, the probability that a neutron will interact in traveling a distance eLt through
(he: material is

According to the original definition in Eq. 2·11, the imeraclion probability is
the product of the atom density n, the cross-sectionltl area u of the nucleus, and the
distance of travel dx (the latter only for "short" distances where nuclei do not shadow
each other). Measurements of interaction probabilities in materials of known density
and thickness were employed to detennine values for u for various nuclei.

Later development showed, however, that there are many practical cases where
the apparent area changes dramatically with neutron energy. These seemingry un
physical phenomena were eventually traced to the complex interactions of the nuclear
forces and particles. Nuclei can have an especially great affinity for those neutrons
'hat..i'tTe capable of exciting their discrete energy levels.

This situation suggested that the connotation of cross-sectional area be dropped.
Thus, u is merely a cross section defined such that its product with the atom density
II and distance dx is equal to the interaction probability. (It should be noted that
although Eq. 2-11 is still valid, the emphasis has been shifted from defining Ihe
probability 10 defining the cross section.) In the present context, Eq. 2-11 may be
rearranged to

Interaclion probability =:

Interaction probability =:

total target area

disk surface area

n u dx

un dA dx

<fA

(2-11 )

1nleraclion Types
One possible c1as.'iification system for neutron cross seclions is shown in Fig. 2·10,
The wwl t"ross section at represents the probability that any reaction will occur for
the given nuclide and neutron energy. h consists of scattering (a,) and absorption (o-,.)

components. The scattering, in turn, is split between the elastic (ur ) and inelastic (ai)

processes described earlier.
The lIbsorption cross se"riorl U., includes contributions from all reactions except

scattering. Each absorption, then, produces one or more new nuclei. Fission is treated
as an absorplion event based largely on useage in (he various calculational methods.
The neutrons produced by fission are treated separnte1y from the initial absorption.
(Chapter 4 discusses the role of the cross sections in reactor calculations.)

The nonfission absorption processes are referred to as capture Inonfission-cap.
ture) events. Radiative capture (n, or)], charged.particle (n, p), (n. d), (n, a),

(n, 20), ... ), multiple-neutron (n, 20), (n, 3n), ...1, and charged.particle/neutron
l(n, pn), (n, do), ...J processes are the important constituents.

The detailed interaction spectrum-Le., the far-right portion of Fig. 2-10-is
generally used only 10 construct a "condensed" library of cross sections. The library
is then employed to generate the total, scattering, absorption, and fission cross sections
used in most reactor calculations. (The basic models and their USe of cross seclions
are described in Chap. 4.)

Fissile nuclei cease to exist whenever they experience an absorption reaction.
In fission the nucleus is split, while in capture some new species is produced. The
capture-to.jiss;on ((Itio 0 is defined as

(2-13)

1 bam (bl = 10- 24 em'

A long·standing compilation of cross·section data is contained in the various editions
and parts of BNL-325 (Hughes/BNL-325, 1955), collectively referred to as the "bam
book" (having a sketch of a bam on lhe covers). BNL-325 and Ihe more recent
computer-based Evaluated Nuclear Data File (ENDFI (110neckJENDF, 1966) contain
sub"antial cross-,eclion dala c1assined by nuclide, interaction Iype, and energy.

which defines the cross section CT as the interaction probability per unit atom density
per unit distance of neutron travel.

For rl"asons that become more apparent later, u is more fonnally called the
microscopic cross section (where the added word signifies application 10 describing
the behavior on a nucleus.by-nucleus, or actually submicroscopic basis). Every nuclide
can be assigned a cross section for each possible type of reaction and each incidem
neutron energy. The (onn cr~(E) may be employed to emphasile dependence on the
nuclide j, reaction type: r, and neutron energy E.

Many typical cross sections have been found to have values on the order of
10- 24 cm1 • The tongue.in·cheek comment that this area is "'as big as a bam door"
led to defining the unit

RE
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FIGURE 2-10
The nierilrtny or microscopic cross sections us.:d 10 c.lculalc neutron inl~rllcljon rilles.
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II has been found (0 provide a convenient measure of the probabilities of the two
processes with respect to each olher. By itself, a small value of a would be favored
~ince it implies more fission (and, thus, more energy production) per unit mass of
fissionable material.

The prospects for converting and breec.ling in fertile material depend on the
number of neutrons produced per fission. However, a morc important measure is the
number of neulrons produced per nucleus destroyed 1] (referred [0 simply as eta), t
deli ned by

where v is the average number of neutrons per fission and the ralio of cross sections
is the fraclion of absorptions that produce fission. With one fission neutron always
required to sustain the chain reaction, the remainder may be available for fenile
conversion. The possibility for breeding (i.e., producing an amount of new fissile
m:lleri:ll that is greater than that expended) exists whenever TJ exceeds two.

80th the capture-to-fission ralio and eta vary with nuclide and neutron energy
since' they are based on cross -sections with similar dependencies. The forms aJ(E)

anti TJi(£) for nuclidej and energy E are appropriate for more detailed representation.
Cross sections, capture.to-fission ratios, and neulron production factors for the

imponant fissile and fenile nuclides are compared in Table 2-3. All parameters have
been evaluated at an energy of 0.025 eV (a standard reference that corresponds to the
most probable neulron speed of a population in thennal equilibrium at room temper
alure).

Some observations based on the data in Table 2-3 (the significance of which
will be described later) are:

• 2llU has the smallest fission cross section and the second lowest II yet has the largest
TJ and, thus, the best prospect for breeding.

;- '1 for a mi.{lur~ is defined in Chap. 4 for the "four·factor formula."

• Although the fissile plutonium iSOlOpeS each produce about three neutrons per fission,
their large capture-to-fission ratios result in fairly low values of 1).

• The fertile nuclides 2J2Th and 2JIIU have absorption cross sections that are on the
order of only I percent of those of their respective conversion products 2J3U and
2J'ilPU.

• Fertile 240pU has a large capture cross section for production of fissile 241PU.

It must be emphasized that the comments above apply slrictly 10 0.025 eV neutrons
and may at most eXlend to thennal neutrons. In fact, as shown later in Chap. 6, several
comp.letely opposite conclusions must be drawn when fission-neutron energies are
considered.

The fissionable nuclides may be identified by a shorthand notation (which actually
dates back to the Manhattan Project and the need for code nameS for the weapons
useable materials). For example,

2§~U 25

based on the last digits of the atomic number and the atomic mass number, respectively.
The plutonium isotopes 2~pU, 2~~pU, and 2~~pU, which become 49, 40, and 41,
respectively, may be noted to have identifiers that are not consecutive. Overall, the
format can be quite useful, especially as a compacl superscript for cross sections or
other parameters (e.g., as nuclide identification j in lT~ or 'TIl).

Energy Dependence
The change in cross sections with incident neutron energy can be fairly simple or
extremely complex, depending on the interaction and the nuclide considered. Only
some of the more important general features are considered here.

The total cross section for 2JBU ploued as a function of energy is shown in Fig.
2-11. Significant features (on the doubly logarithmic scale) are the "linear" region
at low energies and the region of high, narrow peaks at intennediate energies.

The sloped, linear portion of the cross section curve in Fig. 2·11 is characteristic
of a process referred to as Jlv·absorption (or "one-aver-v" absorption) for neutron
speed v. Among neutrons passing close to a given nucleus, the slower ones spend

••"".'.'•
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TABLE Z·)
Thermal·Neulron Cross Sections and Paramelers for Importanl Fissile and Fertile Nuclides

Cross section (b)t .
Nuclille u. u, u, • •1

" i
:'lTh 7.' 7.4 ~
:"U m •• SlI 0.081 2.S0 2.30 u

;'IU 58' 99 S85 0.169 2.44 2.09 ~

,..u 2.68 2.6tt ~
:'~Pu 1021 271 7S0 0.361 2.90 2.13
l·"Pu 290 290 0.05
:"Pu 1311 361 1010 0.357 3.00 2.21

t Croll. sections frum Chan of Ihe Nuclides (GEJChan, 1989) for 0.025 eV "thermill" neutrons; v" hu
b<:~n assumed 10 be equillo the radiative·capture crou Kction rTf'

t y values at 0,025 eV from Hu~h~YRNI.·J?~ IIQ~1l1

FIGURE Z·ll
TOlal microscopic cron section for IlIU as a function of incident neutron energy. (Data from Hughes.!

BNL·m. 1911.1
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increases, the 2).SU curve is characterized by large (near-ltv) values, resonance be
havior, and slightly irregular low values. The nonfissile 1J8U shows a fission threshold
near 1 MeV followed by a maximum cross section of one bam. The fission Cross
section in lJ5U clearly exceeds that for lJlU at all neutron energies of interest in reactor
systems.

Figure 2-12 also shows that for ]3SU thermal-neutron fission is more probable
than fast-neutron (E ji2I 0.1 MeV) fission by over three orders of magnitude. This is
one of the important factors that has favored thermal reactors over fast reactors.

Interaction Rates
The cross section quantifies the relative probability that a nucleus wilt experience a
neutron reaction. The overall rate of reaction in a system, however, also depends on
the characteristics of the material and of the neutron population. The following sim
plified derivation identifies the imponant features of interaction-rate calculations.

Considering first a parallel beam of monoenergetic neutrons with a speed u and
a density of N per unit volume, it is necessary to determine the rale at which they
pass through a sample like that of Fig. 2-9. If, as before, the disk has an area dA and
a thickness dx, then:

1. When the beam is perpendicular to dA, only neutrons directly in front of and within
a certain distance I can reach the surface in a given time dr.

2. The distance [traveled by the neutrons is equal to their speed u multiplied by the
time dr, or [ :z U dr.

3. As shown by Fig. 2·13, only the neutrons within the cylinder of length I and area
ciA can enter the sample in time dl (all others will either not reach the target or
will pass outside of its boundaries).

4. The number of neutrons in the cylinder is the density N times the volume dV [=
I dA, or v dr dA from (2)],

more lime near the nucleus and experience the nuclear forces for a longer lime. The
ubsorption probability, then, tends to vary inversely as the neutron speed and, thus,
give rise to the lIu4 behavior. When an absorption cross section 0'0 is known for energy
£0' values for other energies in the lIu-region may be readily calculated from

u"(E)
vo0"0;

,,"(E) =
YEo

(2·14)or "0 VE

hccause the kinctic energy in terms of speed is just £ = fmu2• The" thermal" energy
F. = 0.025 eV (or u = 2200 m1s) is gcnerally used as the reference whenever it lies
within the range.

Almost all fissionable and other nuclides have regions that are roughly ltv. many
to higher energies than shown for 2J8U. In the imponant neutron poison 1°13, this
reg~lar behavior actually continues rather precisely up to energies in the keV range.

.• The very high, narrow resonance peaks in the center region of Fig. 2-11 arc a
result of the nucleus's affinity for neutrons whose energies closely match its discrete,
quantum energy levels. It may be noted for the lowest-energy resonance that the total
cross seclion changes by a factor of nearly 1000 from the peak energy to those just
slightly lower. All fissionable materials exhibit similar resonance behavior,

Scattering, the other contributor to the total cross section, tends to take two
forms. In potential scartering, the cross section is essentially constant (i.e., independent
of energy) at a value somewhat near the effective cross-sectional area of the nucleus.
Resonance scattering, like its absorption counterpart, is based on the energy· level
structure of the nucleus.

The distinction between fissile and nonfissile isotopes is readily observed from
the plot of the fission cross sections for 135U and 2)

II U in Fig. 2-12. As neutron energy Number of neutrons passing N dV
ciA per unit time = ---;j"(

N u dr dA

dr
= Nv dA (2·15)

() [)
dA j"-----»:"r---+-11+ dx .

The reaction rate must be equal to the product of the rate of entry of neutrons
and the probability that a neutron will interact with a nucleus. Thus, combining the
results of Eqs. 2-15 and 2·11,

Reac.ion rate = (Nu dA)(n" dx)

lof --I
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FIGURE 2·12
Microscopic t1uiun crou section fur t1uile lHU and fissiunable J1KU, (DIll from UugheslDNL·J25.
1955.)

FIGURE 2-13
DIsk gc:om(\ry for devctuping 'he concept uf nuclellr n,:llctlun. rllte in terms of macroscopic cross section
and neutron nux: / • /I Jr: V • I JA - II Jr JA.
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for neutron density N, neutron speed u, nuclide density n, cross section u, and disk
:..lrea and thickness dA and dx, respectively. Rearranging terms and noting that dA cLt
is just the disk volume dV,

Re>Clion rale = (nu)(Nv) dV (2-16)

and the other nuclei present, so they may be summed to describe any desired com·
bination. !"he tOlal macroscopic cross section for any given mixture is

(2-21)

I = IlU (2-17)

This result separates the effects of nuclide characteristics, neutron population, and
sample volume.

The macroscopic cross section k is defined as

for neulron density N and speed u. The density N is in terms of neutrons per unit
volume, and the speed u is discance per unit time, thus, neulron flux <%1 is neutrons
per unh area per unit time, or generally neu!rons/cm'2·s. Allhough the earlier derivation
waS based on a monodirectional, monoenergetic beam, the definition itself is com·
pl~tely general.

The reaction rate in Eq. 2~ 16 may be rewritten as

With 11 the number of atoms per unit volume and u the area per atom, the macroscopic
~ross sec lion is "per unit distance" or generally em-I, It is the probability per unit
Jistance of travel that a neutron will interact in a sample characterized by atom density
It anu microscopic cross section (J,

11 is, pt'rhaps, urifortunale thaI bolh u and 1: bear Ihe tille "cross seclion"
hccau~t they have different units. The microscopic cross section is an "effective area"
usc:d to characterize a single nucleus. The macroscopic cross section is the probability
lhal a neutron will interact in traveling a unit distance through a (macroscopic) sample
(If material. Use of the common nicknames "micro" and "macro" without attaching
the: words' 'cross seccion" may provide a panial solution to (he problem.

The neutron flu.x ¢i is defined by

(2-22b)

(2-22a):E = _ d<l>(x)I<I>(x)
, dx

d<l>(x)

<I> (x)
or

where use of the macroscopic total cross section implies that all reactions remove
heUlrOhS from lhe beam. (Nole th.t even scanering does this by changing Ihe energy
and direction of the neutron.) Rearrangement of terms yields

_ d<l>(x) = :E <I>(x)
dx '

where the summations are over all nuclides J in the mixture and all reactions,. In
summing the reactions. care is advised in assuring that each is independenc {e.g" I y

may not be added to "if or "i,. b.ecause k u == "if + 21"' as shown by Fig. 2~IO},

Based on the inherent limitations of the earlier development of the concept of a
microscopic cross section, ic must be recognized that Eq. 2~II and others based on it
are valid only for "small" samples where the nuclei do not shadow or obscure each
Olher from the neutron beam. "Thick" samples have the errect or removing neutrons

and, therefore, changing the neulron flux. seen by the mOre internal nuclei. ff a beam
of neuCrons passes into a material sample, it is said to experience attenuation or a
decrease of intensity.

If a beam of parallel monoenergetic neutrons crosses the surface of a sample,
one neulron will be removed each time a reaction occurs. Thus, the rate of decrease
of neutron nu't 4l(x) with distance x will be equal to the reaction rate,

(2-18)(I> = Nu

for macroscopic cross seclion Land neulron nux l1l as defined by Eqs. 2·17 and
2·18, respeclively, and for sn.mple volume dV. An alternative form is

(2-23)

Reaction rute = L ct> dV

Reaction rale per unit volume = i:tP

(2-19)

(2-20)

where Eq. 2-22a shows Ihal :1:, is Ihe fraclionallo" of nux (or neulrons, since <I> =
Nu) per unit distance of travel. Viewed another way, it restates the definition of 21

as the total interaction probability per unit distance of travel.
The solulion to Eq. 2-22b is

<I>(x) = <1>(0). -<,x

whe:re now the volume dV is unspecitied.
The macroscopic cross section I is constructed from microscopic cross sections,

.tnd thus varies with nuclide, interaction type, and neutron energy. In the form
III u{(£) - I{(E), it represents lhe probability per unit distance of travel that a
neutron of energy £ will inleract by mechanism r with nuclide j. These interaction
probabilities for a given reaction and given nucleus are independent of olher reactions

for entering nux <1>(0) at posilion x O. This exponential decay rna)' be noted to
parallel (he decay of radionuclides in Eq. 2·6. Figure 2~ 14 depicts the effects of
attenuation (and emphasizes again that I serves Ihe role of an attenuation coefficient
rather than a Irue cross section).

The neutron mean free path A, or the average distance of troveJ before /;tn
inleraction, may be shown to be
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use for overview purposes dealing with a limited range of nuclides, reactions, and/or
energies, .

The computer-based ENDF is the workhorse for nearly all large-scale calcula
tions. The ENDF/B set contains complete, evaluated sels of nuclear data for abollt 60
nuclides and for all significant reactions over the full energy range of interest. Revised
versions are developed, tested, and issued periodically.

Chart of file Nuclides
The Chart of lhe Nuclides is very useful for performing preliminary or scoping cal
culations related 10 reactors. A portion containing impol1anl fissile and fertile nuclides
is skelched in Fig. 2·15. Because of the vast amount of information, the figure shows
the basic structure plus detail for only the mU. mU, and 2l9pu nuclides. The basic
grid has the elements in horizontal rows with vertical columns representing neutron
numbers. The block at the left end of each row gives the chemical symbol and, as
appropriate, the thermal [0.025 eV] absorption and fission cross,sections for the
narurully occurring isotopic composition,

Basic data for individual nuclides includes (as appropriate):

I
A '"' -t

For any given nuclide j and reaction r (or combination lhereof), the mean free path
,I: '"' I/I~ is the average distance of neutron travel between reactions of Ihe lype
,·nnsidered.

Because of the exponential nature of the allenuation described by Eq. 2-23, the
l\,.:utron /lUll never becomes identicafly zero, not even at arbitrarily large distances.
I'hcrc is, then, always some probability for very deep penetration.

~uclear Dala

Four of the more important sources of nuclear dala are:

l. Chart of the Nuclides IGE/Chart, 19691
, Tuble of Isotopes (Lederer & Shirley, 19761
.~. Neutron Cross Sections [l-Iughes/DNL-325, 19551
-I. Evaluuled Nuclear Dala File (ENDF) [I-Ionc:ck/ENDF, 1966]

The first of these is a mllst for anyone doing work related to nuclear energy. The
llihers, which are of somewhat more specialized interest, are described first.

The Table of Isotopes is essentially II compilation of experimental data on half
lives, radiations, and other parameters for almost all radionuclides. It contains detailed
energy-leVel diagrams and identifies the energy and emission probability for each
radiation. The data itself plus the elltensive referencing make the Table of Isotopes
virtually indispensable to anyone doing activation-analysis or other rudionuclide mea
surements.

As mentioned previously, BNL-325 and ENDF contain cross-section data. BNL
325, the "bam book," presenls dala in tabular and graphical form, which ;s of mOSI

• nuclide 10
• natural isotopic composition in atom percent [at %]

• half-life
• type of radiation{s) emitted and energies in decreasing order (" .. ," implies ad

ditional lower energy values not included)
_. thermal neutron crosS sections and resonance integrals, both in barns
• isotopic (atomic) mass

Oecause the isotopic compositions are given in atom percent (at %1, while fuel cycle
mass nows are usually in weight percent {wt %1, there is occasional confusion (e.g"
the enrichment of natural uranium is 0.72 at % or 0.711 wt % mU). The resonance
integral mentioned above is intended as a measure of an "effective" cross section lhal
fission neutrons would see in slowing down through the resonance-energy region (see
also Chap. 4).

The masses used in the Chart of the Nuclides are for the entire atom rather than
for the nucleus. Thus, they include the mass or the electrons less the contribution of
electron binding energy. The electron binding energies are almost always too small
to be significant in comparison with nuclear binding energies. Further. because nuclear
mass differences (as opposed to the masses themselves) are of most interest, atomic
masses can be used consistently. (It may be noted that charge conservation guarantees
that electrons are handled appropriately. rn beta decay, for example, the new c:rectron
can enler an orbit to balance the extra proton in the nucleus.)

The Chart of Ihe Nuclides also contains a wealth of useful information not shown
in Fig. 2·15. One interesting feature is the use of color codes for both half-life and
cross-seclion ranges. A recenl addition has been fission-producl production dala for
typical power reactors. Fortunately, the introduction and gUide to use of the Chart of
the Nuclides are well written and easily understood. Currently, it is available in both
waH-chart and booklet form.
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Summary
Most of the important nuclides and many of the concepts of this chapter are directly
or indirectly summarized in Fig. 2-16. Isotopes are in rows with arrows representing
radiative capture or (n, y) reactions. Beta decays are shown by downward-pointing
arrows. Thermal-neutron fission is represented by diagonal dashed arrows. Decay half
lives and thermal cross sections are from the Chart of the Nuclides.

As a review, the reader should identify on Fig. 2~16:

• the four major fissile nuclides
• three chains for converting fertile nuclides to fissile nuclides
• an important (n, 20) reaction
• nonfission capture events in fissile nuclides

Overall, the infonnation on this figure should be of substantial value in a number of
the later chapters.
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FIGURE 2·16
Neutron irradiation chains for heavy elemenlS of in1e~SI for nuclear ~ltClors.
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(Fig. 2-5)

mixtures are somewhat more complex because compositions are typically expressed
as percentages or fractions by molar composition (or, equivalently, atom number),
weight, or volume. Accordingly. the corresponding A- and p-va\ues must be weighted
average. of those for Ihe constituent .pecie•. ]

3. The aClivity of I g of 231U:

21 In2 0.693 55
A--= 'i-LX

Til) 4.47 x 10 Y

X 1011 atlg

(Eq. 2-4)

(Fig. 2-15)

n" = Ao = 6.022 X 10" at/mol = 2.53
A" 238.05 g/mol

Activity = A11n'll(t)

Ttl, = 4.47 x 10' Y

I. The reaction and decay equations and lotal mass change for conversion of fertile
2~~U to fissile l~Pu:

2~!U + !n -+ (2l~U). -. 2~~U + goy}
l~~U -. l~JNp + .. Y/3
l~jNp -. l~~pU + _YJ3

NOling that charge and mass number are conserved,

Sample Calculations
The data in Figs. 2-15 and 2-16 plus the equations developed in this chapter can be
used lO delermine a number of important reactor and fuel cycle characteristics. The
following are representative examples:

Activity = 1.55 x 10- 10 y.' x 2.53 x 10"

Activity = 3.92 X 10" y-' x I Y
3.15 X 10',

2~~U mass 238.050785 amu (Fig. 2-15)

. ~n mass + 1.008665 amu (Table 2-1)

239.059450 amu

l~~pU mass -239.052157 amu (Fig. 2-15)

TOlal change 10.007293 amul

In lerms of k.inetic energy.

I Bq
x-

I S-l

=1 1.24 x 10' Bq I
I Ci

Activity = 1.24 x 10' s-' x -:3.":;7:-'X";--1"0'"""s"C,,,, = 3.37 x 10-' Ci

= 1-:-0.":":33-:-5-I'c~;j

0.007293 amu x 931.5 MeV/amu = [6.79 MeVI

2. The nuclide density n" of "'u. The definition of 51 units (see App. 11) provides
that one mole [mol] of any element contains the same number of atoms as 0.012
kg (12 gl of I1C. In the same manner that a mole of I1C has a mass equivalent to
its mass number (A ;1:1 12.000, as used to define the atomic mass unit lamu]) in
grams, a mole of each other element consists of its own A-value in grams. A mole
of substance, in lum. contains Avogadro's number Ao of atoms (-6.02 x IOn
at/mol as noted in App. 11). Thus, nuclide density "l may be expressed as

J At (aI/mol) ) Ao )
n = A (g/mol) x p (g/cm ) = A p (nt/cm )

4. Time required for 131U to decay by I percent:

(Eq. 2,6)

n(t) = 0.99n(0)

A" = 1.55 X 10-" y"

net) = 0.99 = e-{UlX 10- 1°,-11/

n(O)

In(O.99) = -(1.55 " 10- 10 y-l)/

r = 6.48 x 10' y = 164,800.000 yl

5. Average neutron density corresponding to a typical LWR thermal nuX. <I) = 5 x
10 1) cm-ls- l , assuming an effective speed u = 2200 m/s - 2.2 x 10' em/s:

for density p. Uranium·238 with nominal density pll .. 19.1 g/em).would lhen
have

6.022 X 10" aI/mol I In21
s::: X 19.1 g/cm 3 = 4.83 x lOll atlcm~

238.05 glmol <Is = No (Eq. 2-18)

(Note lhat use of the integer value 238 compared 10 the actual atomic mass of
. 238.05 (Fig. 2-15) produces the same resulL) !Nuclide density calculations for
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6. Power produced by I g of "'u fission in the LWR thermal nux in (5):

Fission r:lle = Ip <P dV = nH up e.p elV (Eq. 2-19)

A~'1 = (I~'1)-1 = \0.979 cml for 2~'1pu

A::,la ... (I::,ia)-I = [0.587 cml for both

Fission rate:::; 7.49 X 10 1) fissionsls

2.42 x 10' W

EXERCISES

Questions

2-1. Identify the constituent pans and describe the basic structure of an atom.
2-2. Denne the following terms: isotope. half-life. and mean free path.
2-3. Define fissile, fissionable, and fenile. Identify the major nuclides in each of

these three categories.
2~4. Describe the distribution of energy among the product particles and radiations

associated with fission. Explain the basis for decay heat.
2-5. Sketch the relationship among the following reactor cross sections:

a. total interaction
b. scattering
c. absorption
d. fission
e. capture

2-6. Differentiate between microscopic and macroscopic cross sections.

Numerical Problems

2-7. Consider a thermal-neutron fission reaction in 2HU that produces two neutrons.
a. Write balanced reaclion equations fot the two fission events corresponding

to the fragments in Fig. 2~7.
b. Using the binding-energy~per-nuc1eon curve (Fig. 2-1), estimate the total

binding energy for 2J'U and each of the fragments considered in (a).
c. Estimate the energy released by each of the two fissions and compare the

results to the accepted average value.
2-8. The best candidate for controlled nuclear fusion is the reaction between deu

terium and tritium. The reaction is also used to produce high energy neutrons.
a. Write the reaction equation for this D~T reaction.
b. Using nuclear mass values in Table 2-4, calculate the energy release for the

reaction.
c. Calculate the reaction rate required to produce a power of I W, based on

the result in (b).
d. Compare the D-T energy release to that for fission on per-reaction and per

reactant-mass bases.
2-9. Gamma rays interacting with :Be or lH produce "photoneutron~." Write

the reaction equation for each and calculate the threshold gamma energy. (Use
mass data from Table 2-4).

2~10. The nuclide IUPO emits either an alpha particle or a beta panicle with a half·
life of 3.10 min.
a. Write equations for each reaction.
b. Calculate the decay constant A and mean lifetime 1'.

c. Determine the number of atoms in a sample that has an activity of 100 J.l.Ci.
d. Calculate the activity after I, 2, and 2.5 half-lives.

in 2l.sU

in n9pu

for 2JSU

X 1021 allg

10- 2 atlb'em (271 b + 750 b) = 1.021 em-'

I;j = nH(u;j + uP)

10- 24 cm2
1021 aUcro) x ""' IO- J at/b'cmt

I b
10-) atlb'em (99 b + 585 b) = 0.684 em-I:0""

585 b r;;-:;:;l

585 b + 750 b = ~

750b ~F" = .,..,...:--:..:...:..:...,.- = 0.56
585 b + 750 b

F"

n' :::;;;

Power = 12.42 kW I per I g of "'u

IW
Power = 7.49 x 10" fissionsls x :;-:-:--:-""'''::--:--c

3.1 x 10 10 fissionsJs

n2' dV :::; n' = number of atoms in the 1-g sample

6.022 x lO" at = 2 6
235.04 g .5

10- 24 cm2

"I" = 585 b x = 585 x 10-" em'
1 b

b. Mean free paths

t The. unil IlIb'cm h conyenient Ind oflen used for Itom dens;lies employed in con51Nction of
Illa<.:roscopic cross s.c:ctions.

7. ror equal nuclide densities of 2HU and 2J9pu in a given reactor, find (a) fraction
ofTissions for each and (b) absorption mean free palh for each nuclide and for the
mixture. Assume each has an alOm density of 1021 at/cmJ.
a. Fission fraclion
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TAIlLE 2.4
Nuclear Man Values for Selecled Nuclides

~-ll. Natural boron has a density of 0.128 x 1024 at/em) and cross section O'u =
764 band 17, ~ 4 b a( an energy of £ • 0.025 eV.

'j. 'Caleulale rhe macroscopic cross seerio1ls al 0.025 eV for absorplio1l, seal·
tering, and total interaction.

b. What fractional atlenualion will a 0.025-cY neutron beam e;{perience when
traveling through f mm of the boron? 1 em?

c. Assuming the absorption Cross seclion is "one-over-u" in energy, calculare
the macroscopic cross sections for boron for neulrons ofO,0025·eV and 100
eV energies.

d, What thickness erboron is required to absorb 50 percent of a lOO-eY neutron
beam?

2-12. Estimate the fraction of thermal neutron absorptions in natural uranium that
causes fission. Estimate the fraction of fast-neutron (2·MeV) fissions in natural
uranium that occurs in 2l1U. (Use data from tables and figures in this chapter.)

2-13. Recent measurements of particle fluxes from supernova place an upper limit on
the mass of a neuuino (and antineutrino) as II eV. What fraction is this of the
{J particle or electron mass?

.',11

Nuclear mass (Imul

1.008665

1.007825
2.014102

3.016047
3.016029
4.002603
8.005305
9.012182

.' .

Nuclelr Oall, Sources
GElCh.n. 1989
HuneckJl!NDF. 1966
Hu&heslBNl-n" 19'5
Ledercr &. Shirley. 1978

Olher Sources with Appropriale Sections or Chapters
Benedict. 198 I
Cohen, 1914
Connolly. 1978
Dudersladt &t. Hamilton, 1976
Elheringfon, 19'8
FOSler &. Wright. 19&3
GlU5tone &. Sesonske, 1981
Hom)'. 1975
Lamarsh, 1966, 1983
Marshall, 1983_
Murray, 1988
Rydin. 1977
WASH.12S0, 1973
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FUEL FABRICATION AND

HANDLING

Objectives

After studying Ihls chapter, Ihe reader should be able 10:

I. Trace Ihe major steps In LWR ruel rabrlcatlon rrom UFo receipt to fuel
assembly completion.

2. Identify the major differences between fabrication for U02 and mixed oxide
fuel assemblies.

3. Describe Ihe major differences belween LWR and HTGR ruel rabrleatlon.
4. Explain the dIfference between selfagenerated and open-market recycle strat

egies for reactor use of plutonium.
5. Sketch the basic features of the "full-reCYCle" mode for a reference RTGR.
6. Describe the basic features of spent-ruel storage using: pool reracklng; fuel

assembly consolidatJon; dry-storage with 'VBult. metal-cask, and concrete~cask

systems; and away-rrom..reactor fadlities.
7. Describe the basic features or the design and required testing of an LWR spent

fuel cask. Identify two major purposes of the full-scale shipping cask crash
tests conducted In the United States and the United Kingdom.

8. Perform calculations of estimated fuel recycle mass nows, costs, and enrich
ment requirements based on data contained in this Bnd the previous chapter.

Prerequisite Concepts
Nuclear Fuel Cycle
Fissile Plutonium Isotopes

Chapter I
Chapters 2 and 6



FABRICATION

The fuel assemblies for six reference reactors were described brieny in Chap. 1 and
in morc detail in Chaps. 9-12. Each represents the results of a process that considers
economy, reliability, safety, and other attributes, including fabrication, one of the
subjects of this chapter.

Following fuel loading, reactor operation, and defueling (e.g .• as summarized
in Chaps. 10-12), the spent fuel assemblies are no longer directly useful for energy
production. Their residual fissile content, however, can be recovered and recycled for
future use. The large inventory of radioactivity in the spent fuel assemblies, however,
leads to stringent requirements for storage and transportation.

The pellet~with·c1adding-tube fuels used by Ihe water-cooleJ reactors and LMFBR,
as well as the microsphere fuels for the HTGR. were designed 10 include ease of
fabrication. In each of the reference reactors (and others as well), the fuel assemblies
are characterized by standardization, quality control, and acceptable cost.

Oxide Fuels

The reference reactors which use U02 or mixed-oxide [sometimes called M02 or
MaX) pelkts employ similar fuel fabrication tcchniques. The Illost substantial dif~

ference occurs when plutonium is present and many operations must be conducted
with containment to protect personnel from its chemical and radiological toxicity.
(Uccause plutonium and .its Jaughter products do not emit highly penelrating radiations,
heavy shielding and/or remote operations are generally 110/ required.)

The first step of the fabrication process for most oxide fuels is production of
U01 powder. The natural uranium for CANDU fuel assemblies is converted to U02
during the milling~purification step of the fuel cycle.

Slightly enriched uranium for LWR and JYTGR systems, as well as depleted
uranium for fast reactors, generally begins in the form of UF6 from gaseous-diffusion
or gas-centrifuge enrichment plants. Conversion of UF6 to UO l may be performed at
a separate facility or at the fabrication plant. The solid ':JF6 is sublimed to its gaseous
form and, in one specific process, is reacted with superhe:.lted steam lhrough the
"inlegraled dry route" using u rotary kiln for conversion to UOl powder as shown in
Fig. 18-1. Alternatively, the UF6 can be subjected 10 multiple step "wet chemistry"
processing and then dried.

Succeeding steps in LWR fuel fabrieation (generally following Fig. 18-1) include:

• blend U02 powder batches for uniformity
• add pore-former and binder materials to control the linal porosity and other physical

properties of the pellets
• precompact the powder to low-denSIty solid form then granulate it to powder of

uniform consistency

J" Nudraf Furl Cyclt

Reactor Fuel Assemblies
Reactor Systems
Uranium Processing and Enrichment

Chapter 9
Chap,ers 10-12
Chapter 17

,,
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• dry. condition, screen, and add lubricant to the powder
• dry press powder into "green pellet" form (named for their color and also reflecting

their' 'uncured" state)
• heat at moderate temperature to drive off the binder additives
• heat at high temperature to sinter the pellets to final density
• grind pellets to final diameter (typically ±O.OI mOl)
• wash and dry pellets
• inspect pellets by visual, dimensional, chemical, and radiographic techniques and

remove those that are unacceptable

The assembly of fuel pins then proceeds with steps to:

• form the pellets into stacks, weigh and record their content, and vacuum outgas
them at elevated temperatures to remove moisture and organic contaminants

• load the dry pellet stack plus internal hardware (e.g., as shown in Figs. 1-7 and 9
7) into a clean, dry cladding tube which has one end C<lp welded in plnce

• inspect and decontaminate the loaded tubes
• weld the second end cap nfler evacuation and addition of inert-gas backfill (at

atmospheric or higher pressure, as desired)
• leak test, rudiograph, nondestructively assay Ihe fissile loading. and inspect the

welds

Following some combination of dimensional inspections, cleaning, etching, and
3Uloclaving (to form a corrosion-resistant oxide film by treatment with high-pressure
steam) the fuel pins and other associated hardware are formed into fuel assemblies.
For the OWR this may include arranging pins of several enrichments with water rods
in retention or spacer grids ["egg crates"] and surrounding the array with the exterior
fuel channel (Figs. 1-6 itnd 10-4). When a BWR or other reaClor uses axial pelleHo
pellet variations in enrichment or integral-burnable-poison (e.g., gadolinia) loading
within a given fuel pin, quality control measures are increased to prevent misloading
(and the potential for later in-reactor damage). PWR pins are loaded into fuel assemblies
(Figs. 1-7 and 10-11) with retention grids, control-rod guide tubes, instrument lubes,
and, if appropriate, burnable poison rods.

Small interelement spacer pi.lds are welded to each of the short CANDU fud
elements (rods). The rods are then welded to end support plates in a tightly packed
circular configuration (Fig. 1-9). The double-section fuel bundles for the PTOR (Fig.
1-8) are assembled around the central coolant tube in stainless steel spacer grids.

Mixed·oxide fuel fabrication follows similar steps with a separate input stream
for PU02_ Differences include steps that:

• calcine ["bake") plutonium nitrate solution from the reprocessing plant to form
PuO, powder

• blend PU02 and depleted VOl batches to a homogeneous mixture and mill it to
uniform consistency

These and subsequent steps take place in a contained environment (e.g., glove boxes
dcscribed below) until the pellet stucks are loaded into cladding tubes, the last end
cap is welded into place, and the tubes are veri lied to be leak tight and free ofplutonium
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As woult! be e",pected, the fabricution of IITOR f\lel assemblies is quile different from
thut consilJered above for the L'onvcntional o",ide fuels. Figure 18·2 shows lhe basic
features of one manufuclUring process. A number ofsleps depend on the use ofj7uidizt'l!

IJed technology, where dropJl:ls or punicll:~ 'Ire su~pclldcd for rel'llively long periods
of limc hy ;':'Irefully adjusted lIpllow of gases. The druplcls can be oried or coatCLi
whik suspended .

The tirst step of lhe mUllllral'IUring process for the fissile TRISO Ilarlicles (Fig.s .
I-I () Uilli I).t)) is I\wding ur;UliUl1I lIilr;llC sllilltillll ililo wCilk·aciLl resin sphcres. ,IS

HTGR Fuels

contamination. From then on the mi",cd o",idc pins arc handlell in the same nHinner
as UO~ pins wilh similar hn:l ,ISSCl1Ibly L'\lIll'ig\lrati\lIlS (e.g .• Figs. 1·6 ilml 1·7 I'm
lJWR and PWR, respeclively).

As described in eh.lps. I) and 12. LMFBR fuel pins Illay be fabrlc,l1ed with
either core fue!. hlankel fuel. or bOlh, plus a variely of han.lwme (Fig. \I·K), 1\ wire
wrap welded to each pin allows asscmbly in :1 tightly packeLl he",agonal imay llwt is
then encased in an e"'terior now channel (Figs. 1·11 :Inu 12·7),
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shown by Fig. 18-2, The resulting microspheres are then dried and sintered to produce
high-density UC2 or UOC kernels. The various carbon and silicon carbide coatings
are applied by controlled fluidized-bed Ireatment wilh hydrocarbon and silane gases,
respectively.

The fel1ile BISO pal1icles are produced by preparing 01 thorium hydrosol Iso1]
broth from Th02 powder and dilute nitric acid. Sol droplets from a vibraling nozzle
,Ire convel1ed to gelatin [gel] spheres by e;lttracting the water con teO! in a column
containing ammonia gas. After a screening process selects spheres of the proper size,
drying and sintering in a high-temperature furnace produces the final Th02 kernels.
The two graphite coatings are applied by n nuidized-bed process.

Finished B1S0 and TRISO particles arc metered at the desired ratio und blended
with graphite. The mi;ltturc is then fanned into a packed bed for injection molding
with a carbonaceous binder, as shown in Fig. 18-2. The rods nre loaded inlo machined
hexagonal graphite blocks of the type depicted by Figs. 1·\0 and 11-8. The fuel
assembly is heated in a high-temperature furnace to remove volatile components of
the fuel rod binder and to convel1 the binder residue to a carbon char matri;lt. The
cured fuel element is complete after it has been filled with graphite positioning dowels.

General Considerations

The high economic value of fuel assemblies aml their constituent parts t1ictates very
cardul handling during all processing steps. Finished assemblies are cleaned and
packaged with protective covers for temporary on-site storage. They are shipped in
rugged, shock-mounted casks. The casks, individually or in small groups, are trans
ported by truck or rail to their reactor-site destinations.

Unirr~l(.1iated uranium fuel constitutes minimal radiological and chemical hazards.
Plutonium, however, must be isolated from contact with operuting personnel.

Plutonium is usually handled in glove bootes-enclosed, sealed work spaces that
may range from less than a cubic meter to the size of a room. These bO;ltes typically
have: (I) flexible gloves that are a portion of the physical containment boundary and
with which work can be perfonned; (2) air·lock devices and detailed procedures for
insertion and removal of fuel and other materials; and (3) controlled atmosphere (e.g.,
with negative-pressure, filtered discharge, and continuous monitoring). Plutonium,'
rnixed-o;ltide, and other designated fuel materials are handled in glove bo;ltes, or equiv
alent containments, until Ihey are sealed in cladding tubes, as noted previously. Au·
(omated processing for glove.bo;lt operations is under development and in limited use
in the United States, Japan, and elsewhere.

If the fuel contains radionuclides that emit penetrating radiations, glove bo;ltes
arc irl:\l.lcquate. Remote operations behind heavy shiell.ling may be necessary. Although
procedures and equipment are well developed for such operations, their cost and
inconvenience make remote activities a last resort. The HTGR fuel fabrication pro
l'csses have been developed 10 be ammcn;lbJe 10 remote operations 1lI such time ns
2nU recycle (with the attendant 232U contamination noted in Chap, 6) becomes de
sirable, Use of 2)JU or fission-product-contaminated plutonium in any of the other
reference reactor designs would require substantial modification of existing processes.

All facilities that hllnl.lle plutonium or other highly radioactive matcrinls mUl>t
t'lke steps to limit radiution e;ltposures (c;ltternal <lnd internal) and radiolluclide rclc<\ses
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to as low as reasonably achievable {ALARA] levels. Ventilation and filtration systems
are designed for this purpose. Support is provided by monitoring with remote sensOrs
and routine surveys by radiation-safety personnel.

Criticality safety measures are applied to fabrication operations (e;ltcept for those
solely with natural or depleted uranium). With slightly enriched uranium and equivalent
mi;lted-o;ltide compositions, wet chemistry operations <Ire performel.l in limited-ge
ometry vessels (e.g., slender cylindrical tanks) while dry powder, pellets, and fuel
pins are processed, handled, and stored with provisions for combinations of mass and
geometry limits, moderator e;ltclusion, and spacing. More highly enriched uranium
and plutonium, which can be critical even when dry (I.e., without any moderator),
are subject 10 even more stringent limits, e.g., smaller diameters, lower masses and
volumes, and wider spacing.

Status

Many of the countries with major nuclear programs have fuel fabrication capability
to match their reuctor types (e.g., as summurized in Tuble 17-2). In Ihe case of mixed
oxides, capacities are tied to national plans for LWR plutonium recycle and for ad
vanced-reactor and LMFBR development as described in Chap. 12,

A recent trend has been toward cooperative and joint fuel rabrication venlures
with a distinctly international flavor. In the United States, for e;ltample, this has included
four of the five LWR fuel rabricators (with General Electric the e;ltception), Advanced
Nuclear Fuels (formerly owned by E;lt;lton) is now a Siemens·KWU company, The
B&W Fuel Company is owned by Babcock & Wilco;lt Hnd the French companies
Framatome, Cogema, and Uranium Pechiney. Combustion Engineering is now owned
by ABB Brown Boveri. Finally, Westinghouse and ABO-Atom in Sweden (itself the
result of earlier acquisition of ASEA-Atom by ABB Brown Boveri)-PWR and BWR
manufacturers, respectively-have had subcontract agreemenls far markeling lhe orh
er's fuel designs.

FUEL RECYCLE

All discharged reactor fuel has residual fissile inventory that could be recycled 10

reduce overall uranium-resource and enrichment requirements in fulure cycles. It has
been estimated that full uranium and plutonium recycle in an LWR, for eumple,
could cut yellow cake and enrichment demands by ubou( onc-(hird and one-quarter,
respectively (e.g" as calculated by comparing Fig, 17-la and 17-1b),

As described in the previous chapler, the economy of recycle depends on cost
comparisons between once-through fuel cycle operations and those for reprocessing
and recycle rabrication. The high costs or MOX fabricalion, including glove-bo,"
operations and other safety- and safeguards-relaled systems and reprocessing, make
recycle e;ltpensive. This, coupled with falling costs for yellow cake and enrichment,
has made recycle economically unfavorable (e.g., as shown by Tnble 17~1).

From another vantage point, sizeable quantities of plutonium already exist in
the countries in which spent fuel is reprocessed. A study by the OECD (I989b)
cO!1cluded that, if this particular material is considere'd to be essentially "free," its
use could produce meaningful cost savings compared to contemporary uranium prices.
Where reprocessing must "pay its own WilY," Ihe economics remain unfavorable.
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LWR Considerations

Fissile mass flows for PWR once· through lind self·generllled uranium and plutonium
recycle modes are shown by Figs. 17-1a and 17-lb. At 0.83 wt%, the mU content
exceeds the assay of natural uranium. The plutonium content, equivalent to 0.5-0.7
wt% of the heavy melal, is an iSOIOpic mixture (e.g., as shown by Fig. 6-2). Similar
trends exist for BWR systems.

Uranium recycle is complicated by buildup of 2J6U from nonfission neutron
capture in mU (as described in Chap. 6). When gaseous diffusion was the only
available enrichment technology, there was great concern about cOnlamination of the
massive quantities of material in these continuous-process systems. "Fissile equiva
lent" algorithms were developed to assign value to feed material of such off-nonna)
compositions. A potentially better option. however. was use ofa separate enrichment
plant dedicated to uranium recycle. Development of gas-centrifuge enrichment in the
interim has improved the prospects. Urenco's marketing strategy. for example, has
stressed the ease with which its centrifuge cascades can be cleared between reprocessed
uranium and natural uranium runs. Laser processes, when available. may provide the
ideal, "zero-holdup" solution to uranium recycle.

Plutonium may be employed in LWR's in two general ways. In the self-gtnerated
recycle fSGRJ mode, a reactor uses only the mass of plutonium it produces. The open
market recycle [OMRI mode considers any amount of plutonium from a small quantity
to a full core. The SGR option allows reactor fuel management based on a fixed
fraction plutonium inventory. For OMR operations. the system must be designed with
enough flexibilily 10 accommodate anywhere from zero 10 JDO percent plutonium as
the fissile content of the core.

The fissile conlent of recycle fuel batches is most likely 10 include both plutonium
and slightly enriched uranium. One fabrication option is to mix the two homogeneously
so that each fuel pin has Ihe same composition. This has an advDnlage in lenns of
power peaking. but would. of course, mean that glove.box operations would be nec
essary for each pin. The other option-Io produce sepllrllte umnium and mixed-oxide
[PU02 plus depleted U02] pins-reduces the need for glove-bolt operations. However,
it also leads to some bumup-dependent mismatches between the pin types that can.
result in high power peaking problems. Such problems are potentially greatest for
separate uranium and plutonium assemblies, but also exist in the "small-island"
concept where each assembly contains some plutonium pins. Overall economic con
siderations-mainly fabrication costs versus power capability-ultimately serve as the
basis for selecting among the procedures.

The characteristics of plutonium with successive recycle are tTllcked in Table
IK-I for a PWR using only the self-generated plutonium. The initial loading is slightly
enriched U0 2 similar to that of Fig. 17-la. The first reload is this same fuel because
the discharge batch must be reprocessed before its plutonium is Dvailable for recycle.
In subsequent reloads. the plutonium recovered from all dischllrged fuel is recycled
in separate MOX fuel pins. Table 18· t shows that the proportion of MOX in each
reload batch rises from 1g percent at the first recycle to just under 30 percent in the
si"th cycle, where equilibrium is said to occur becnusc ns much plutonium is recovered
from spent MOX And UO l fuel pins liS had originully been loaded into lhe MOX fucl
rods. The percenrage of plutonium in MOX rises also, from 4.7 "percent plutonium in
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natural uranium in the first recycle to 8 percent plutonium at equilibrium. Table 18
I also shows that the fissile content of the plutonium (Le .• 2J9pU plus 24IPU) worsens
with recycle from a little more than 70 percent in the discharged UOzfuei to 57 percent
in the MOX fuel at equilibrium. During this time, the fraction of MOX in-reaclor
increases from 6-7 percent at the stan of the first recycle [0 the equilibrium value of
30 percent.

Recycle operations depend, of course, on spent fuel reprocessing. (Reprocessing
statuS is shown in Table 17-2 and considered further in the next chapler). In the United
States, for example, a generally uneconomic outlook for reprocessing and MOX fuels
has limited LWR recycle strictly to experimental activities.

Belgium, Gennany, Switzerland, Japan, and especially France have developed
plans to use MOX for the long-lenn economies they expect it to provide. The French.
for example, loaded MaX fuel into the St. Lnurent B~l reactor in late 1987 signaling
the stal1 of rouline plutonium recycle scheduled to extend to 16 units by 1995. Japan,
similarly, started with four MaX assemblies in the small Mihama PWR with plans
for quarter-core, three-cycle tests in large PWR and BWR units by the end of the
century.

HTGR Recycle
The reference HTGR has many recycle options for uranium and thorium, some of
which 8rc represcnted on Fig. 18-3. Four possible (arbitrarily-mimed) cycles a.re:

I. Nonrecycle-Highly enriched uranium is used in TRISO fuel for each cycle with
discharged 2J"U and 2JJU stored or sold.

2. Full recycle-All uranium is recycled in the BlSO pan.icle along with the thorium,
and makeup n"U is fabricated inlo TRISa particles.

3. Type I segregation-Bred 2JJU is recycled with makeup 2J,SU in TRISO particles,
but discharged 2J"U is not recycled.

4. Type II segregation-Makeup 2J"U is in TR1SO particles with thorium and recycled
nJU in 8150 (or other separate) particles.

The material flows for the HTGR full recycle mode are also shown by Fig. 17~ld.

The highly enriched uranium is recycled onCe or not at all, based on consider
ations shown by Table 18-2. The initial 2J3U content is depleted by 92 percent and
99 percent of initial mass during the: first and second cycles, respectively. The very
large 2l6U content (with its reactivity penalty) dictates ugainst reenrichment or use past
the second cycle.

Thorium is not likely 10 be recycled directly because it contains the short half
lived 2hTh isotope from the 2J2U decay chain (of Fig. 6~4). Instead, it may be stored
fur later use as indicated on Fig. 18-3.

There is very little plutonium produced from the highly enriched uranium feed
in the reference HTGR design (Table 18-2). However. the next generation of HTGR.
or MHTGR (Chap. 14), calls for -20 wt% "'u fuel that would generate significantly
more plutonium (from the 80 wt% "'U). This. of course, would complicate fuel cycle
operation (and Fig. 18-3) by il1lroducing a new material stream.

FP. ACTINIDES. WASTE lUU

WASTE
REPOSITORY

FtGURE 18-3
HTGR recycle options. (Coune'l.y of Oak Rid~e Natiol\al Laboratory. upera.ted by tru: Ul\ion C'rbWe
CotpQril1ion for tile U.S. Departm~nl Qf EnerIl'Y.)

Other Reactor Systems

The plutonium inventory in spent natural-uranium fuel in the CANDU~PHW fuel
bundles is relatively low. This, coupled with low uranium prices and high reprocessing
and MOX fabrication costs, make recycle in Canada highly unlikely in the foreseeable
fut~re. However, with the great fle,xibility afforded by on-line refueling, use of plu·
tonlUm or 2J)U fuel or a thorium fuel cycle is possible at any time (e.g., as described
in Chap. II). Tandem fuel cycles could also be viable, e,g., use of LWR slighlly
enriched or recovered uranium (because the latter has an assay above that of nalUral
uranium as shown by Fig. 17-16 and Table 18-1).

T~e So~iet PTGR was designed to produce both electricity and plutonium (e.g.,
as deSCribed In Chap. I I). Although fuel-cycle strategies have not been repol1ed, Ihe
system's capability for on-line refueling could provide some of the same flexibility
the CANDU systems have.

The advanced converter reactors described in Chap. 12 also are tied (0 recycle.
Framatome's ReVS spectral-shift converter reactor, for example, was designed for
increased urunium utilization primarily by producing more plutonium und burning it



TABLE 18-2
Composition of Discharged HTGR Uranium Feed MplcriHI t

Original Composilion a(ttr Composition after
composition one "·yeu cycle IWO "'·yev cycles

Isolope uk, U % ,/k, U % Uk, U '"
U·2l4 10 1.0 5 1.9 2 1.2
U·235 930 93.0 7S 2S.6 7 4.3
U·236 2 0.2 t33 50.8 liS 12."
U-2l8 58 5.8 49 18.1 )6 22.1

t Ad.pled (rom R", C. Dahlbcrs et aI., "HTGR Fuel IJ\d Fuel Cycle Summary Description," CA
AI2801 (fhv,), Januuy 1914.

in place. Its unique fuel design, however. also allows optimized operation with recycled
plutonium fuel.

The conceptual spectral-shift-control reactor (SSCR) also promises improved
resource utilization. The moderate savings from an LWR·like once-through cycle could

. -be increased with plutonium recycle and increased even morc with a lJ3U-thorium
cycle.

The overall design concept of the breeder reactors (e.g., the Iighl-w,Hcr, mohen
salt, and liquid-metal fast breeder reactors described in Chap. 12) is geared to fuel
reprocessing and recycle. The LWBR and MSBR operate on thermal neutrons in 2JJU_
thorium fuel cycles which, once established, wauld require only tharium as fresh feed.

The LMFBR is based on a plutonium fuel cycle, generally wilh mixed-oxide as
shown by Fig. l7-2t. Core and blanket fuel management (e.g., as introduced in Chaps.
9 and 12) may produce separate plutonium recycle streams. Depleted or natural uranium
provides the fresh feed material for MOX fuel fabrication.

Initial LMFBR operation is generally with plutonium from LWR sources (whose
isotopic composition happens to be well-suited to this purpose as discussed in Chap.
6). France especially, but also Japan, the United Kingdom, and others, recycle plu
tonium fuels far use in prototype fa.st reactors.

SPENT FUEL

Siorage and transportation of spent fuel assembiles are important components of the
nuclear fuel cycle, whether or not reprocessing und recycle occur. Interim storage at
the r~actor site allows the assemblies 10 cool prior to reprocessing or disposal. As
existing on-site storage space is filled, capacity must be added or the spent fuel must
be shipped to away-from-reactor-storage or disposal siles. Reprocessing and recycle
would also require spent-fuel shipment.

Storage

Most of the world's spent fuel is currenl1y stored in water busins at LWR or CANDU
sites. Water is a particularly convenient medium becuuse it is inexpensive, can cool
by natural convection, nnd provides shielding and visibility at Ihe same time. However,
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water is also a neutron moderator (with inherent criticality implications) and potential
contributor to corrosion.

CANDU fuel is placed horizontally in trays that reside in the high-capacity
storage bay shown in Fig. t 1-4. Spent CANDU fuel bundles have relatively low
bumup (u.nd corresponding heat toad) and are subcritical in llny configuration in or·
dinary water. Thus, they can be stored readily at high density in the water pool.
Lifetime fuel storage capacity has been built into many of these reactors because
reprocessing and recycle have not been planned. Some CANDU fuel is also in storage
in concrete casks and silos.

LWR and PTGR fuel assemblies are stored vertically in a poot with a fixed
lattice structure. The LWRs traditionally have used aluminum racks with generous
center-to-center spacing that provides both adequate natural-convection cooling and a
subcritical configuration.

Dry storage wells with external water cooling have been designed for the graphite
HTGR fuel blocks. LMFBR fuel assemblies are stored in liquid-sodium-filled basins,
in principle, for a brief period of time prior to recycle of their plutonium content.

Many on-site storage facilities for LWR fuel were sized for a limited number
of discharge batches in anticipation of fuel reprocessing and recycle. In the absence
of reprocessing, many of the operating reactors, especially in the United States, have
faced or win face both extended storage times and inadequate capadty. Fortunately,
the zirconium-aHoy clad has proven to resist degradation, e.g., as demonstrated by
up to three decades of experience with LWR and CANDU fuels. Capacity enhance
ments include pool-storage alternatives and addition of dry storage. (Long-tenn options
related to national waste-management strategies are covered in the next chapter.)

Pool Storage
Meeting the capacity challenge with construction of new pools or physical expansion
of existing ones generally is too slow and 100 costly (Le., has large, up-front capital
costs). Therefore consideration has been focused on a combination of methods in
cluding:

1. Reracking-conversion of pools for high-density storage
2. Bllrnup credit-reduction of fuel·assembly sepal1ltion by taking credit for fuel

bumup effects
3. Rod consolidation-reduction of fuel-assembly volume through disassembly and

compaction
4. Extended burnup-generation of less spent fuel per unit of power production
5. Transshipment-move fuel from one pool to ~lOother

High·density fuel-assembly storage is available with stainless-steel rack S!ruc
tures having integral neutron poisons such as boron carbide. Burnup credit may allow
close spacing with less stuinlcs~ ~teel and poison between u~~emblies. Rerucking hilS
been done in nearly all U.S. reactors whose pools cun support the weight and still
meet seismic and other applicable requirements. Another reracking alternative, which
also depends on seismic capability, is adding a second tier to the pool as has been
done nt two small U.S. plants. In both reracking alternatives, forced cooling may be
required to compl:nsate for the high decuy-heat load llssocillled with freshly dischnrged
fuel assemblies.
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STORAGE CASK

FIGURE 18-4
Mullipurpose cask (or temporll.ry on'liilC 5l0rll.gc, shipmenl. Ilnd long·lenn slorage. [Adupled COur1e5Y uf
Nucltur EnHinttring /nrtrnalionQ/ with pcnnission of the editors.l

These and other systems with capacities up to 28 PWR assemblies have been subject
to demonstration in a U.S.DOE project in cooperation with U.S. commercial nuclear
plants. Full-scale use of concrete casks has been scheduled by several U.S. utilities.

FORGED STEEL BODY

TRANSPORT CASK

NEUTRON SHIELDING

NEUTRON SHiElD

CIRCUMFERENTIAL FINS

Away-From-Reaclor Storage
An alternative or adjunct to increasing on-site spent-fuel storage capacity is the use
of away-from-reactor [AFR] facilities (Table 17-2). AFR facilities are generally op·
erated commercially or by a government. When intended strictly for interim spent·
fuel storage, AFR operations have many similarities to at·reactor pools and dry-storage
configurations, including the ability to handle consolidated fuel. Long·term storage or
waste-disposal applications (subjecls of the next chapter) differ primarily in spent-fuel
packaging.

Independent spent fuel storage installations [ISFSIl and AFRs often are consid
ered synonymous. However, according to U.S.NRC regulations, the ISFSI classifi·
cation also includes facilities that accept transshipment of fuel from another reactor
operated by the same utility. A new storage facilily. e.g., based on dry storage methods

sealed in a stainless-steel canister and inserted into a hollow-concrete cask body (similar
to the long·term·slorage configuration of Fig. 8·4). Two examples are the:

• NUTECH horizontal modular slorage [NUHOMSJ syslem wilh stainless-steel can
isters each holding seven PWR assemblies and stored horizontally in concrete mati·

ules
• NUPAC system with one or two assemblies each in smaller canisters stored vertically

in concrete modules

STAINLESS STEEL
LINER WITH FINS

CONCRETE SILO

Rod consolidation methods have been developed to remove end fittings, pull or
push intact fuel rods from the assembly structure (e.g., Fig. 1~6 for BWR and Figs.
1-7 and 10-11 for PWR), place the rods in a canister in a c1ose~packed configuration,
and compact the remaining structural parts in the same or a different canister. The
rods themselves can be consolidated in a 2: 1 ratio and the structure from 6: I to 10: I.
Thus, a net reduction in volume of from 1.5: I to 1.7: I can be achieved. If the structure
can be removed from the pool and stored elsewhere or disposed (e.g., as intennediate
level waste as described in the next chapter), the net consolidation can be the 2: I ratio
of the fuel rods. Thc resulting increase in mass loading, of coursc, rcquires that seismic
requirements be met, more so if in concert with reracking. More than a dozen dem
onstration projects have been completed or are underway in the United States with
large~scale use planned by several utilities. The United Kingdom has applied consol·
idation to AGR fuel.

Extended bumup is an increasingly popular fuel-management option (described
in Chap. 9), in part for reduCing spent-fuel volumes. Transshipment from one pool to
another is generally done within the same utility and, of course, applies only if space
is available. Conceptually, this is no different than using away-from-reactor storuge
or an interim spent~fuel repository.

Dry Storage
The alternative to pool or "wet" storage is dry storage in vaults, metal casks, and
concrete modules. The viability of spent~fuel storage in a vari~ty of configurations
backfilled with helium or nitrogen has been demonstrated in Canada, Germany, Swit·
zerland, the United States, and the Soviet Union. Temperature-versus-time dala also
have been established. On-going studies eventually may detennine conditions under
which air can be used as the backfill medium (in addition to its traditional role in
forced~ or natural-convection cooling of the sealed containers).

One type of dry~storage vault consists of sealed concrete containment structures
in modular units. Individual spent~fuel assemblies are stored inside, each in a separate
vertical metal tube. Decay-heat removal is by natural-convection air cooling. Vault
storage has been used primarily in the United Kingdom for gas-cooled reactor fuels
and in France for fuels from early research and power reactors.

The metal cask generally consists of a coated metal body with fins for decay
heat removal by convective cooling (e.g., as in one of the configurations in Fig. 18~

4). One series of casks holds from 21 to 36 PWR or 52 to 76 BWR assemblies in an
upright position on a concrele slab. Many metal casks are solely for temporary storage
and, thus, non~transportable. Others ure multipurpose with a common module for
intermediate storage, transport, and long-term silo storage, e.g., as shown in Fig.
8~4 with a module holding 12 PWR assemblies.

Metal cask demonstrations have been performed cooperatively by U.S.DOE,
EPRI, and U.S. utilities. A variety or casks (e.g., GNSI CASTOR V/21 and X/33,
Transnuclear TN-24P, Westinghouse MC-IO, NAC-28, and NAC-31), some or which
already are seeing use in the United States and overseas, have been or will be included
in the tests.

Concrete casks are similar to the metal storage casks except that the fuel is



described above, used only for fuel from the same sile also may be considered an
ISFSI when it is separate from the original reactor complex.

A small U.S. away-from-rcactor storage facilit)' for LWR-spent fuel is opented
in lhe spent-fuel pool of an inoperable reprocessing plant in Morris, Illinois. It has a
capacity of about 750 tor 20-25 discharge batches. All fuel assemblies are received
in rail-mounted shipping casks (e.g., like thai described below). The cask is moved
from the rail car into an air-locked room where it is decontaminated as necessary. The:
"clean" cask is transferred to an underwater storage area where the fuel assemblies
are removed and placed iOlO poisoned, stainless-steel baskets (one holding a three-by
three array of BWR assemblies, another a Iwo-by-Iwo array of PWR assemblies). The
baskels are transferred to the pool where they are latched in place in a vertical position.

The Swedish CLAB is a storage pool that is located underground and receives
spent LWR fuel in a packaged form intended for later disposal (as described in the
next chapter). Finland has an ISFSl-type pool for excess spent fuel from the Olkiluoto
site. Fuel from Finland's Loviisa slation was to be returned to the Soviet Union.

Although the former German Democratic Republic also returns spenl fllel, it
operates an AFR facility at the site of the 8-unit Nord station. The four pools with
high-density racks extended the site's storage capacity from three years to eight years
at the request of thc Sovict Union. These pools are covered by a Iloor of sleel plates
which, in concert with IAEA seals. prevent unauthorized spent-fuel movcment (a
material safeguards measure considered in Chap. 20).

Virginia Power's Surry Station has installed an ISFSI Ihal began with four
concrete casks that were loaded immediately on delivery.lo alleviate a pressing need
for storage capacity. Dry-cask AFR capacity for LWR fuel is also in operation in
Germany with more under construction, including a yet-to-be licensed facility at Gor
leben (which is also the proposed sitc of a high-Ievel-wasle repository as described in
the OClt;t chapler). The dry cask and vault facilities in France and the United Kingdom
Ihut were mentioned earlier are also away-from-reactor fucilities.

Transportation

Until they have been irradiated in a reactor, fuel cycle materials do not pose serious
transportation hazards. This is nOllrue For lhe spenl fllel. whkh may comain sizeable
quantities of plulonium and is "hot" both thermally and radiologically. Shipments of
spent fuel are, thus, subject to very stringent domestic and international regulations.

ReglilariQI/S
Responsibility for safe shipment of commercial nuclear malerials in the United States
is sh~red by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Ihe Department of Trl1nsportation
IDOT]. DOT establishes general regulations for packaging, loading, and operation of
vehicles, as well as for inspection, shipping documents, and accident reporting. The
NRC SCI:; packaging standards for highly-radioactive materials. It also recommends
performance standllrds related to the potential for adverse effects on operating personnel
and the general public due to radiation or release of radioactive material. The U.S.
regulations for transporting radioactive materials have been developed to be consistent
with those of the International Atomic Energy Agency [IAEAJ.
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Packages are generally divided into tWO categories from a radiological standpoint:

I: Class A-"small" quantities which if released directly to the environment would
have minimal consequences (i.e., be wilhin prescribed limits)

2. Class B-non-c1ass A package which mUSI be designed for containment under
(defined) normal and accident conditions

Class B packages. including spent-fuel transjXlrt conlainers, must be able 10 wilhslanu
all normally anticipated transport contingencies wilh:

• no leakage of material
• radialion levels <200 mr/h at the surface and JO mr/h ae I m
• nO criticality
• surface temperature <80°C

Each container type musl also be shown to be capable of withstanding the following
accident sequence with mosl of the shielding still intact and with only limited escape
of coolant andlor inert radioactive gases:

• free fall of 10 m on a nat, unyielding horizont~1 surface (an approximation to a 95
kmlh [60 mi/h] vehicle crash)

• puncture test with a IOO-cm drop onto a IS-em-diameter bar located to maximize
damage

• thermal test with a temperature of "800°C for 30 min (~n approximation to a gasoline
or kerosene fi re)

• water immersion at a deplh of > 1 m for 8 h

Spent-Fuel Casks
Casks for transporting spent-fuel assemblies musl be designed to accommodale both
high radiation levels and large decay-heat loads while meeting all necessary regulatory
requirements such as those presented above. One container for LWR fuel is the General
Electric IF-300, shown separately and rail-car mounled in Fig. 18-5. Its important
components are:

• a fuel basket holding seven PWR assli,mblies or 18 BWR assemblies (similar to the
inner storage module in Fig. 18-4)

• a stainless-steel cylinder sealed with a closure head
• depleted-uranium or lead shielding materiul
• an outer stainless-steel shell
• a corrugated stainless-steel outer jacket holding neUlron s'hielding (usually water)
• fins 10 aid forced cooling (if required) and minimize impact damage

With slight modifications of the fuel basket, the cask in Fig. 18-5 could accom
modate most types of reactor fuel (e.g., from CANDU to LMFBR), TMJ-2 fuel-debris
canislers, or solidified waste. Reaclor-specilic casks, however, have the advantage of
more optimized cllpacity, An LMFBR cask, for example. accommodates smaller but
highly aClive (e.g., Table 6-3). high-power-density assemblies (because the conceptual
LMFBR is designed for very high burnup and short aI-reactor storage prior to repro
cessing).

HTGR fuel can be shipped in a simpler cask becaure the assemblies have the
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FIGURE 18·5
Gcm:rlll Eleculc IF·)OO spenl.rucl shipping cask (a) SCpUltely, and (b) in normal rail·transport
ctlnl1l:urlllion. (Courtcsy Gcneral E1cclric Company.)

Trace the major steps in LWR fuel fabrication from UF6 receipt to fuel
assembly completion.
Identify the major differences between fabrication for UO l and mixed-oxide
fuel assemblies.
Describe the major differences between LWR and HTGR fuel fabrication.
Explain the difference between self-generated and open-market recycle strat
egies for reactor use of plutonium.
Sketch the basic features of the "full-recycle" mode for a reference HTGR.
Describe the basic features of spent-fuel storage using: pool reracking; fuel
assembly consolidation; dry-storage with vault, metal·cask, and concrete-cask
systems; and away-from-reactor facilitic:s.

18-3.
18·4,

18·5,
18·6,

18-2,

18·1.

EXERCISES

1. 97 and 130 kmlh crashes of tractor-trailer rigs with a spent-fuel cask into a massive,
stationary concrete barrier

2. a 130 kmlh locomotive crash on a stationary, cask-loaded tfactor-trailer rig at a
simulated grade crossing

3. a 130 km/h impact of a special railcar-mounted cask into the concrete barrier with
a subsequent l25-min bum in JP-4 fuel at 980-1 150°C

The results of the tests demonstrated that the predictive methods are very accurate.
Each cask survived with minimal damage and without leakage of (simulated) radio
active material. The photographs in Fig. 18-6 show selected features of the test series.

In 1986, the United Kingdom conducted similar public demonstration tests for
their roughly cube-shaped spent-fuel "flask." Following a 9-m drop on a solid un
yielding anvil, the flask was placed in position on railroad tracks so that an oncoming
full-sized diesel locomotive traveling at 160 km/h struck its lid (where there was the
best chance the lid would be ripped off). Allhough the flask was thrown 60 m, it
survived intact, validating model tests and computer predictions, as well as providing
spectacular (if expensive) public relations.

Questions

Crash Tests
In 1977-1978 Sandia Laboratories prepared and conducted a series of full-scale crash
tests for spent-fuel casks of. Iype similar to th.t in Fig, 18·5" The lests were not
intended to replace the series required for regulatory certification. Instead, one purpose
was to evaluate current capabilities for predicting crash results. The other major purpose
was to demonstrate for the general public the overall safety of the transport method
even under highly unlikely accident conditions.

The series consisted of:

high inherent heat capacity of graphite and will have been cooled longer. The same
cask also can be used for transporting fresh fuel because the external shielding, roughly
a 3.S·in cylindrical-shell of depleted uranium for a 6-assembly stack, is not excessive.

(.1

URANIUM SHIELDING

REMOVABLE FUEL BASKET

WATER ANNULUS
(NElJTRON SHIeLD)

TIPPINQ CRADLE
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